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I. INTRODUCTION

Courts generally enforce all the terms' of an employment agreement,2

even oppressive ones.3 However, one type of term, a covenant not to
compete with the employer for a specified period of time after employment
ends (a "noncompetition agreement"), stands apart.4  Courts rigorously
review these agreements for reasonableness, a nearly unheard-of imposition
of judicial review on the substantive terms of employment.5 What gives?

For centuries, courts have been suspicious of these agreements because
of their effects on employees' post-employment liberty and their tendency
to reduce competition in a given industry. 6 Modem courts have recognized
some purported benefits of these agreements, justifying their continued
enforcement of them.7 Thus, these agreements reside in a legal purgatory of
being enforceable, but only if a particular judge deems them reasonable.
Their status is important because they affect an enormous (albeit unknown)
number of employees and employers; they are so embedded in modem
hiring practices "that attorneys are sometimes sued for malpractice if they
fail to include [one] in an employment contract."8

1. Unless there is an explicit statutory command to the contrary, see, e.g., W. Coast Hotel Co. v.
Parrish, 300 U.S. 379 (1937) (enforcing federal minimum wage legislation), or one of the usual contract

doctrines applies to render a particular term unenforceable, see, e.g., RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF

CONTRACTS § 208 (1981) (discussing how a court may refuse to enforce an unconscionable contract
term).

2. See STEVEN L. WILLBORN ET AL., EMPLOYMENT LAW: CASES AND MATERIALS 3 (5th ed.

2011) ("[T]he law is secondary in structuring the employment relationship: individual employers and
employees establish the relationship and most of its terms by agreement."). In the last fifty years,
legislatures have imposed affirmative obligations on employers. See id. at 3-4 (discussing the

enactment of "several major laws" affecting the employment relationship by the federal government
since 1960). Pre-1960, the only federal protections for employees came from minimum wage, overtime-

pay requirements, and the prohibition of child labor. Id. at 3.

3. See, e.g., Bright v. Houston Nw. Med. Ctr. Survivor, Inc., 934 F.2d 671, 672 (5th Cir. 1991)
(stating "the obvious truth that the long continued aspect of [plaintiff's] on-call status [for "nearly one

year"] made his job highly undesirable and arguably somewhat oppressive" but declining to require

overtime pay for on-call time).
4. Peter J. Whitmore, Empirical Study, A Statistical Analysis of Noncompetition Clauses in

Employment Contracts, 15 J. CORP. L. 483, 484 (1989-1990).

5. Courts review the reasonableness of employers' actions when the legislature so commands.
See, e.g., U.S. Airways, Inc. v. Barnett, 535 U.S. 391-92 (2002) (applying the Americans with
Disabilities Act's inquiry into whether a particular accommodation is a reasonable one). But such
review is different from a judicially-created review of whether the terms of an agreement are

reasonable.

6. See infra notes 107-19 and accompanying text (describing the history of enforcement). The

latter tendency appears to be indisputable, as absent a noncompetition agreement, a "former employee is
free to compete against his former employer . . . provid[ed] the competition is fair." DONALD J.
ASPELUND & JOAN E. BECKNER, EMPLOYEE NONCOMPETITION LAW 3-4 (2013 ed.).

7. See infra notes 24-32 and accompanying text (describing benefits recognized by courts).
8. Whitmore, supra note 4, at 484 n.2 (1989-1990) (internal citation omitted). Even the

supposedly rough-and-tumble free-wheeling market of venture capital is imbued with these agreements:
seventy percent of venture capital financing agreements include non-competition clauses. Id. Steven N.
Kaplan & Per Str6mberg, Financial Contracting Theory Meets the Real World: An Empirical Analysis
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Although there is an abundance of scholarship on noncompetition
agreements in general, 9  this article makes a new argument:10  the
enforcement of these agreements-especially under the reasonableness
regime of most states-imposes costs on employees, employers, and the
public that far exceed any speculative benefits to employers. Consequently,
this article advocates ending the judicial evaluation of the "reasonableness"
of these agreements and, instead, simply refusing to enforce them." This
legal rule would mirror California's. 2

This article will first elucidate the problems with the current doctrine.
Part JJ.A discusses the unpredictability of the reasonableness inquiry and
concomitant costs to employers, employees, and society at large; the
inquiry is both hopelessly complicated and unavoidably imprecise,

of Venture Capital Contracts, 70 REV. OF ECON. STUD. 281, 292 (2003). Another study produced
similar results, finding that at least seventy percent of large firms had noncompetition agreements with
their top executives. Id. Mark J. Garmaise, Ties that Truly Bind: Noncompetition Agreements, Executive

Compensation, and Firm Investment, 27 JL. ECON. & ORG. 376, 396 (2011). The "at least" language is
used because firms are not required to report this information; thus, the seventy percent reporting
affirmatively represents a lower bound. Id. Executives and firms in the sample came from the Standard
and Poor's Execucomp database, which includes "data on the five most highly paid executives for 2,610
large publicly traded U.S. firms." Id. at 388. There appears to be a broad use of these agreements at
smaller companies. Toby E. Stuart & Olav Sorenson, Liquidity Events and the Geographic Distribution
of EntrepreneurialActivity, 48 ADMIN. SCI. Q. 175, 183 (2003) ("In a broader survey, Leonard (2001)
reported that 88 percent of companies with less than $50 million in sales require employees to sign non-
compete covenants."). However, the source the article cites for this statistic does not appear to support
the assertion. See generally Bill Leonard, Recruiting from the Competition, 46 HR MAG. 78-83 (2001)

(undertaking no such survey).
9. An Ohio court vividly describes noncompetition agreements as involving:
[So] much authority it drowns [the legal researcher]. It is a sea-vast and vacillating,
overlapping and bewildering. One can fish out of it any kind of strange support for anything,
if he lives so long. This deep and unsettled sea pertaining to an employee's covenant not to
compete with his employer after termination of employment is really Seven Seas; and now
that the court has sailed them, perhaps it should record those seas so that the next weary
traveler may be saved the terrifying time it takes just to find them.

Arthur Murray Dance Studios of Cleveland v. Witter, 105 N.E.2d 685, 687 (Ohio C.P. 1952).
10. There appears to be only one other article advocating rejection of noncompetition agreements

as such. See generally Eileen Silverstein, Bringing Forth a New World from the Ashes of the Old, 34
CONN. L. REV. 803 (2001-2002). But the justification is different: in Silverstein's article, invalidation is
desirable because "employees own their human capital and [] the claim to knowledge acquired on the
job as the 'property' of employers is historically wrong and morally offensive." Id. at 815 (internal
citations omitted). Despite the strong language, there is a suggestion that if independent consideration is
provided, such agreements are unobjectionable; but employers should be required to pay employees
while they are not competing. Id. at 817. Here, the argument is rooted in evidence gleaned from
empirical and experimental studies, and the presence of independent consideration is irrelevant;
regardless of employees receiving extra compensation for agreeing to them, noncompetition agreements
stifle innovation and competition.

11. Others have advocated more modest proposals, but while these proposals seek improvements
over the status quo, they are unresponsive to concerns about employee mobility and costs of judicially-
created uncertainty. See supra notes 329-34 and accompanying text (critically examining such
alternative proposals).

12. See, e.g., Edwards v. Arthur Andersen LLP, 189 P.3d 285, 290 (Cal. 2008) (referencing
California's continual rejection of noncompetition agreements since 1872, subject to narrow statutory
exceptions).
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requiring judges to weigh various factors against each other across three
multiple axes. If the reasonableness inquiry is bad, Part JJ.B shows that the
practice of severance is worse. Severance is a doctrine courts use to remove
objectionable terms from a noncompetition agreement while enforcing the
remaining terms; it incentivizes the drafting of extraordinarily restrictive
noncompetition agreements. These agreements intimidate the vast majority
of employees who are too reluctant to bring a legal claim and, instead,
remain with their current employers, declining to explore more lucrative
(and productive) opportunities. Courts cannot ignore these costs because
Part III.A.1 shows that, in most states, the enforceability of these
agreements is a common law doctrine, subject to continual re-evaluation.
Part III.A.2 strengthens the case against judges simply citing old precedent
by exploring the change between rules and standards in federal antitrust
law, a similarly common-law-based doctrine; the Supreme Court has
demonstrated that sharply revising doctrine based on new economic
evidence is sometimes necessary. The scholarly literature regarding rules
and standards is discussed in Part III.B. The noncompetition agreement
context would capture all of the benefits of rules, most importantly certainty
for all parties involved, while avoiding most of the usual costs.

Next, Part IV explores arguments for two different proposed legal
rules. First, Part IV.A investigates the argument put forth by Richard
Posner in a dissenting opinion that these agreements should be treated like
contracts and per se enforced.3 The justification for this rule is rooted in
classical economics, but it does not withstand close examination in this
context. Part IV.B explores the abundant research of the last decade that
has examined the effect of enforcing these agreements in both nationwide
empirical studies and lab-based experiments. 14  While the most obvious
empirical analysis would compare California's economy to the economy in
states using the reasonableness inquiry, such inquiry would be overly
simplistic, and the studies discussed in this article employ more rigorous
methodology. 5 Their findings unveil a host of negative externalities that
these agreements inflict on states' economies, from reducing the amount of
inventions to decreasing the ability of venture capital investments to create
jobs. 16 Especially when these costs are added to those of the current
reasonableness regime, the benefits of a per se rule against enforceability
become apparent. Courts maintaining the status quo by continuing to
impose the reasonableness inquiry (especially with severance) are not
remaining neutral; they are perpetuating a harmful doctrine instead of
following common law tradition and adapting it based on new information.

13. Outsource Int'l, Inc. v. Barton, 192 F.3d 662 (7th Cir. 1999) (Posner, J., dissenting).
14. See infra Part IV.B.

15. See infra notes 285-299 and accompanying text (discussing empirical studies).
16. See infra notes 287-301 and accompanying text (discussing empirical studies).

[Vol. 2: 1
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II. UNREASONABLE COSTS

A. The Reasonableness Inquiry for Noncompetition Covenants

This section will sketch an outline of how courts determine whether to
enforce a noncompetition agreement between an employee and employer-
in other words, how courts decide whether an agreement is reasonable.
Such inquiry is very complicated and produces unpredictable results, which
has significant costs for all involved, even those uninvolved in the initial
contract. While a court determining reasonableness is nothing new, 17 the
costs of the resulting uncertainty are especially high in the context of
noncompetition agreements.' 8

An employee noncompetition agreement is an "agreement, ancillary 19

to an employment contract, not to compete with the employer after
termination of employment[.],, 20  As a baseline rule, agreements are
unenforceable if they unreasonably restrain trade, which is defined as
"limit[ing] competition in any business or restrict[ing] the promisor in the
exercise of a gainful occupation.",2 1 Noncompetition agreements appear to
fit the bill, but are allowed with caveats. Although the precise inquiry
varies subtly from state to state,22 as a general matter, courts will only
enforce noncompetition agreements between employers and employees that
are reasonably necessary for protecting an employer's legitimate interest,
and even then, courts will balance the employer's need against the (former)
employee's hardship and "the likely injury to the public. 23 (The issue of
severance is tabled here, but will be discussed next section.) This doctrine
requires the employer to prove two elements before a court will enforce the
agreement.

First, the employer must demonstrate the agreement protects a
legitimate interest.24 It must do so because without proper justification, an

17. See, e.g., RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 283 (1965) (stating that to avoid being
negligent, an adult must conform his conduct to that of a "reasonable man under like circumstances").

18. This article focuses on the inquiry's costs to the employee, current and future employers, and

the public. See infra notes 58-66 and accompanying text. Precisely how these costs compare to
analogous ones imposed by the negligence inquiry or other legal doctrines is beyond the scope of this

article.
19. The distinction between noncompetition agreements that are ancillary to "valid underlying

contracts" and those that are not officially became part of the American canon in 1898. Harlan M.

Blake, Employee Agreements Not to Compete, 73 HARV. L. REv. 625, 626 n.3 (1960). If an agreement
is not ancillary, it is "subject to the traditional 'restraint of trade' doctrines[.]" Id.

20. Blake, supra note 19, at 625 n.1.

21. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § 186 (1981).

22. Deciding whether to enforce noncompetition agreements is within the purview of state law.
E.g., ASPELUND & BECKNER, supra note 6, at 1.

23. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § 188 (1981).

24. E.g., Wriggv. Junkermier, Clark, Campanella, Stevens, P.C., 265 P.3d 646, 650 (Mont. 2011);
Syncom Indus. v. Wood, 920 A.2d 1178, 1185 (N.H. 2007); Freiburgerv. J-U-B Engineers, Inc., 111

2014]
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agreement in restraint of trade is unenforceable (like an agreement to fix
prices). 25  Protecting confidential information and trade secrets is a
legitimate employer interest.26  Courts also generally recognize the
protection of goodwill (essentially, customer relationships) 27 as a legitimate
employer interest.28 Trade secrets and customer relationships are the two
most commonly accepted employer interests, 29 although some courts
recognize additional ones.3 0 Courts have generally refused to recognize an
employer's interest in recouping general training costs as legitimate, which
is odd because such interest has the strongest economic justification.3'

P.3d 100, 105 (Idaho 2005); RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF EMPLOYMENT LAW § 8.06 (Tentative Draft No.
42011).

25. E.g., Wrigg, 265 P.3d at 650 (stating "the long standing principle that a covenant that serves no
legitimate business interest necessarily is oppressive and invalid" demands an inquiry into whether there
is a legitimate purpose); see supra note 20 and accompanying text (noting the general prohibition on
agreements in restraint of trade). Such agreement would be unenforceable because an employer cannot
protect itself from normal competition. E.g., Freiburger, 111 P.3d at 105.

26. See, e.g., Gallagher Healthcare Ins. Servs. v. Vogelsang, 312 S.W.3d 640, 652 (Tex. App.
2009); Brown v. Rollet Bros. Trucking Co., Inc., 291 S.W.3d 766, 773 (Mo. Ct. App. 2009); AMG Nat'l
Trust Bank v. Ries, 319 F. App'x 90, 92 (3d Cir. 2008) (applying Colorado law); Medtronic, Inc. v.
Advanced Bionics Corp., 630 N.W.2d 438, 456 (Minn. Ct. App. 2001); Weseley Software Dev. Corp. v.
Burdette, 977 F. Supp. 137, 146 (D. Conn. 1997).

27. At least, customer relationships are a part of an employer's goodwill. Hess v. Gebhard & Co.,
808 A.2d 912, 922 (Pa. 2002) (defining goodwill as "essentially the positive reputation that a particular
business enjoys").

28. See, e.g., Moore v. Eggers Consulting Co., 562 N.W.2d 534, 539 (Neb. 1997) (recognizing
employers' "legitimate business interest in customer goodwill"); Syncom Indus., 920 A.2d at 1185
(recognizing employers' legitimate interest in retaining customer goodwill); MacGill v. Reid, 850
N.E.2d 926, 929 (Ind. Ct. App. 2006) (recognizing interest); cf Blake, supra note 19, at 657 (stating
courts allow employers to claim this interest "whenever the employee's relationship with customers is
such that there is a substantial risk that he may be able to divert all or part of their business"). An
employer's case is strongest when an employee had personal contact with customers. Syncom Indus.,
920 A.2d at 1186; MacGill, 850 N.E.2d at 930 (Ind. Ct. App. 2006). See also Blake, supra note 19, at
661 (stating that the more an employee interacts with customers, the stronger the employer's interest;
observing the employer's interest is greatest when "the employee must work closely with the client or
customer over a long period of time, especially when his services are a significant part of the total
transaction") (collecting cases).

29. Kenneth J. Vanko, "You're Fired/ And Don't Forget Your Non-Compete . The

Enforceability of Restrictive Covenants in Involuntary Discharge Cases, 1 DEPAUL BUS. & COMM. L.
1, 4 (2002); cf RESTATEMENT (FIRST) OF CONTRACTS § 516 (1932) (stating a noncompetition covenant

will generally be unenforceable except "as to prevent the use of trade secrets or lists of customers, or
unless the services of the employee are of a unique character").

30. For example, investment in special training for an employee is another legitimate business
interest, ASPELUND & BECKNER, supra note 6, at 2, as is "investment in the employee's reputation in the
market[.]" RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF EMPLOYMENT LAW § 8.07 (Tentative Draft No. 4 2011).

31. Compare REM Metals Corp. v. Logan, 565 P.2d 1080, 1084 (1977) (rejecting the employer's
contention that it invested in its employee's general training), and Blake, supra note 19, at 652 ("It has
been uniformly held that general knowledge, skill, or facility acquired through training or experience
while working for an employer appertain exclusively to the employee. The fact that they were acquired
or developed during the employment does not, by itself, give the employer sufficient interest to support
a restraining covenant."), with Gillian Lester, Restrictive Covenants, Employee Training, and the Limits

of Transaction-Cost Analysis, 76 INDIANA LA. 49, 58-59 (2001) (suggesting that economic analysis

does not explain the distinctions courts make between legitimate and illegitimate employer interests, at
least with respect to the exclusion of general training).
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Second, an employer must show that the agreement is reasonable in
scope.32 Here is where it starts to get tricky.

The reasonableness analysis requires the examination of the
interactions between two sets of variables, with each set containing three.33

One set of variables was mentioned previously: the legitimate interests of
the employer, the individual employee, and the public (the reasonableness
variables).3 4  Although courts often announce these three,35  academic
commentators opine that courts nearly always fail to actually analyze the
extent to which the agreement is likely to be harmful to the public.36 An
empirical analysis supports this critique of courts' reasoning: only eighteen
percent of courts explicitly considered the effects on the public in a manner
relevant to the holding (in contrast to merely reciting the doctrine). 37 This
failure is likely due to a conflation of the employee's interests and the
public's interests.38

32. See, e.g., Olliver/Pilcher Ins., Inc. v. Daniels, 715 P.2d 1218, 1220 (Ariz. 1986) (stating that
the former employer seeking enforcement of the agreement "has the burden of proof'); Cambridge
Eng'g, Inc. v. Mercury Partners 90 BI, Inc., 879 N.E.2d 512, 522 (Ill. App. Ct. 2007) ("An employer
seeking to enforce a restrictive covenant bears the burden of demonstrating that the full extent of the
restraint is necessary for protecting its interests."); Pinnacle Performance, Inc. v. Hessing, 17 P.3d 308,
311 (Idaho Ct. App. 2001) ("The burden is on the employer to prove the extent of its protectable
interest."); but see, e.g., Advanced Envtl. Recycling Techs., Inc. v. Advanced Control Solutions, Inc.,
275 S.W.3d 162, 172 (Ark. 2008) (stating that, under Arkansas law, the burden for proving
unreasonableness lies with the employee challenging the validity of the agreement).

33. See On Amir & Orly Lobel, Driving Performance: A Growth Theory of Noncompete Law, 16
STAN. TECH. L. REV. 833, 840 (2013) (conceptualizing the inquiry in this fashion).

34. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § 188(1)(a)-(b) (1981). Using the Restatement to
sketch broad outlines of noncompetition enforcement doctrine is appropriate. See, e.g., Mark A. Glick
et al., The Law and Economics of Post-Employment Covenants: A Unified Framework, 11 GEO. MASON
L. REV. 357, 371 n.97 (2002) (recognizing state variation, but stating that its analysis of common law
principles-employing the Restatement of Contracts-"is applicable to the majority of the states").

35. E.g., Syncom Indus., Inc. v. Wood, 920 A.2d 1178, 1185 (N.H. 2007) (stating a three-part test
that includes analysis of whether the restriction injures the public); Vlasin v. Len Johnson & Co., 455
N.W.2d 772, 775-76 (Neb. 1990) (stating a three-part test that includes analysis of whether the
restriction injures the public).

36. Note, The Antitrust Implications of Employee Noncompete Agreements: A Labor Market

Analysis, 66 MINN. L. REV. 519, 522 n.16 (1981-1982) [hereinafter Note, Antitrust Implications]
("[F]ive recent cases that mentioned public policy ... simply asserted, without explanation, that the
agreement was or was not against the public interest.") (collecting cases); Edward M. Schulman, An
Economic Analysis of Employee Noncompetition Agreements, 69 DENy. U. L. REV. 97, 98 (1992)

(observing that if a court finds a protectable employer interest, and that the agreement is not overly
broad with regard to such interest, it "will rarely, if ever, reject an agreement on grounds of employee
hardship or injury to the public"); Blake, supra note 19, at 686 (Although courts repeat a formulation
that includes harmful effects to the public, "the recognized method of decision is that of balancing the
employer's claims to protection against the burden on the employee. Once the judgment is made, almost
never does a court proceed to consider possible injury to society as a separate matter.").

37. Whitmore, supra note 4, at 518-19 (describing results, with 19 of 105 courts considering the
effects on public in more than a conclusory manner).

38. It is only a conflation in the presence of externalities or other market failures, but there is an
abundance of them in this context. See generally infra Part IV.B (describing such externalities). In the
absence of market failures, equating the two interests is appropriate because the employee values the
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The second set of variables relates to the restrictions on the former
employee (the "restriction variables"): the scope of the restriction (how
much activity it prohibits), geographic area, and temporal element must be
reasonable.39 Thus, doctrinally, courts evaluate the restriction variables for
reasonableness by balancing the reasonableness variables (the employer's
interest against those of the employee and public). In practice, there are
some differences.40 Courts do not actually follow through with the stated
analysis, either omitting variables4' or ostensibly making the inquiry
simpler (but actually obfuscating it).42  The doctrine becomes even more
complicated when courts-as they generally do-interpret the three
restriction variables as interrelated; 43  for example, whether a temporal
restriction is reasonable depends in no small part on the vastness of the
geographic restriction.44

opportunity to work for others for a higher wage, so will demand commensurate compensation to forgo

it, aligning her interests with those of future employers.

39. RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF EMPLOYMENT LAW § 8.06 (Tentative Draft No. 4, 2011) (stating

that a noncompetition agreement "is enforceable if it is reasonably tailored in scope, geography, and
time to further a protectable interest of the employer" and if it does not fall into an exception); Vanko,
supra note 29, at 5 (citations omitted). Although this inquiry is intertwined with the first one, it is useful

to consider the analysis separately. See Capital One Fin. Corp. v. Kanas, 871 F. Supp. 2d 520, 533 (E.D.

Va. 2012) ("The breadth of [the employer's] legitimate business interest and the reasonableness of the
covenant are two sides to the same coin.").

40. See supra Part II.A.
41. See supra notes 36-37 and accompanying text (describing how courts generally do not inquire

into an agreement's effects on the public).
42. There are at least two tactics that superficially reduce complexity but merely obfuscate. Courts

employ language that disguises the complicated nature of the doctrine, for example, asserting that
reasonableness is determined by examining the three restriction variables, without stating any basis for

evaluating reasonableness (reasonableness in relation to what one might ask them). See, e.g., Chapman

& Drake v. Harrington, 545 A.2d 645, 647 (Me. 1988) ("The reasonableness of a specific covenant must
ultimately be determined by the facts developed in each case as to its duration, geographic area and the
interests sought to be protected."); Norlund v. Faust, 675 N.E.2d 1142, 1154, decision clarified on

denial ofreh'g, 678 N.E.2d 421 (Ind. Ct. App. 1997) ("[F]actors to be considered are the scope of the
legitimate business interests of the employer and the geographic and temporal limits on the restraint.").
Another method is naming the variables without delving into the complicated morass of how they are

used to evaluate each other. For example, Connecticut courts analyze (1) the length of time the
restriction is in effect; (2) the geographical scope of the restriction; (3) the fairness of the protection

afforded the employer; (4) the extent of the restraint on the employee's ability to pursue his occupation;
and (5) the extent of any interference with the public interest. Branson Ultrasonics Corp. v. Stratman,
921 F. Supp. 909, 913 (D. Conn. 1996). This inquiry appears much simpler, involving only five

variables, until it becomes apparent that to evaluate the geographical scope, it is necessary to bring in the

employer's interests, the employee's interests, and the public's interests.
43. See, e.g., Farr Assocs., Inc. v. Baskin, 530 S.E.2d 878, 881 (N.C. Ct. App. 2000) ("In

evaluating reasonableness as to time and territory restrictions, we must consider each element in

tandem-the two requirements are not independent and unrelated."); Van Dyck Printing Co. v.
DiNicola, 648 A.2d 898, 902 (Conn. Super. Ct. 1993), aff'd, 648 A.2d 877 (Conn. 1994) ("[T]ime and

geographical restrictions are to be reviewed as intertwined considerations when a determination is made
on the reasonableness of the limitations of an employee's post-ternination activities.").

44. See, e.g., Karpinski v. Ingrasci, 268 N.E.2d 751, 754 (N.Y. 1971) (upholding a noncompetition
agreement with unlimited duration due to very limited geographic scope).
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In short, the inquiry is wide-ranging. Unsurprisingly, courts have
considered all sorts of facts in their reasonableness inquiries: the population
density within the territorial restriction,45 the former employee's education
level,46 prior employment history,47 the potential "uprooting" of a former
employee's family, 48 an employer's previous failure to "execute restrictive
covenants in a systematic manner, ' 49 and even an employer's subsequent
hiring decisions and sales numbers.50 One frustrated trial court judge
catalogued over forty separate inquiries he was supposed to make while
applying Ohio law.5' And Ohio does not appear to be much of an outlier.52

Unsurprisingly, legal scholars,53 courts,54 and the public55 all recognize
the uncertainty of outcomes under this doctrine.56  The uncertainty can

45. See Cleaning Auth., Inc. v. Neubert, 739 F. Supp. 2d 807, 820 (D. Md. 2010) ("The
reasonableness of the non-compete clause is also dependent upon the density of the population in the
covered area. A non-compete clause covering a wide radius is more reasonable in a rural area than an
urban one because residents of an urban area are unlikely to hire a cleaning service from as far away as
residents in a sparsely populated setting.").

46. See Empiregas, Inc. of Kosciusko v. Bain, 599 So. 2d 971, 976 (Miss. 1992) (noting that
former employee "had only a high school education" in its reasonableness analysis).

47. See Carolina Chem. Equip. Co. v. Muckenfuss, 471 S.E.2d 721, 724 (S.C. Ct. App. 1996)
(analyzing the agreement for reasonableness and emphasizing that the defendant was "a high school
graduate [who] has worked in the industrial chemical business since he completed high school").

48. Empiregas, Inc. ofKosciusko, 599 So. 2d at 976.
49. NBZ, Inc. v. Pilarski, 520 N.W.2d 93, 97 (Wis. Ct. App. 1994) (discussing trial court findings

justifying refusal to enforce noncompetition agreement).
50. Superior Gearbox Co. v. Edwards, 869 S.W.2d 239, 248 (Mo. Ct. App. 1993) (stating that after

the employee was terminated, the employer "added a substantial sales force and its sales subsequently
increased[;]" thus, the temporal length of the noncompetition agreement was unreasonable). This factor
is striking for its ex-post quality.

51. See Arthur Murray Dance Studios of Cleveland v. Witter, 105 N.E.2d 685, 695-700 (Ohio
Com. Pl. 1952) (listing forty-one inquiries when describing "some of the circumstances that, with
varying degrees of effect on the ultimate result, courts have considered").

52. See, e.g., CBM Geosolutions, Inc. v. Gas Sensing Tech. Corp., 215 P.3d 1054, 1059 (Wyo.
2009) (listing thirteen considerations); Philip G. Johnson & Co. v. Salmen, 317 N.W.2d 900, 904 (Neb.
1982) (listing the same thirteen considerations); II BRIAN M. MALSBERGER, COVENANTS NOT TO

COMPETE: A STATE-BY-STATE SURVEY 3550-52 (2013 ed.) (listing eleven factors New York courts
have considered); Hartman v. W.H. Odell & Associates, Inc., 450 S.E.2d 912, 917 (N.C. App. 1994)
(listing six considerations). Other courts explicitly allow that everything is on the table. See, e.g.,
Parker v. EBSCO Indus., Inc., 209 So. 2d 383, 388 (Ala. 1968) (stating that it would consider "the
situation, business, and objects of the parties, and ... all the surrounding circumstances with reference
to which the contract was made").

53. Norman D. Bishara, Fifty Ways to Leave Your Employer: Relative Enforcement of Covenants
Not to Compete, Trends, and Implications for Employee Mobility Policy, 13 U. PA. J. BUS. L. 751, 756
(2010-2011) [hereinafter Bishara, Fifty Ways] ("[T]he enforcement of noncompetes is an area of law
that is still evolving and occasionally unpredictable."); Glick et al., supra note 34, at 358 (stating that
courts evaluate noncompetition agreements like they evaluate tort cases, "in a highly unpredictable and
ad hoc fashion"). Even when investigating the differences between state enforcement regimes, looking
for subtle differences, the inexorable conclusion is that most states are very similar in how their courts
examine an agreement for reasonableness. Bishara, Fifty Ways, supra, at 780. That is, they are
similarly unpredictable.

54. See, e.g., Ivy Mar Co. v. C.R. Seasons Ltd., 907 F. Supp. 547, 555 (E.D.N.Y. 1995) ("[N]o
hard-and-fast rules have yet been formulated and courts have been continuously engaged in the ongoing
task of determining what restrictions are reasonable given the peculiar circumstances and context of
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occasionally veer into indeterminacy; there are instances of the "same
employer suing on nearly identical noncompetition agreements" that
produced opposing results in different courtrooms.57  This unpredictability
exerts a high cost on both the contracting parties and the public.58 Large
employers incur added costs,5 9 and even single-state employers likely
cannot draft a noncompetition agreement with any confidence on their
own. 60  The cost to the employee and to any prospective employers of that
employee is the cost of inaction; one cannot just look to the litigated cases,
as those cases miss the innumerable employees who obeyed (what they
thought were) enforceable contract terms and decided not to "move to
another job, [or] start their own companies[.] "61  Even if the doctrine is
somewhat clear, many risk-averse and resource-limited employees will
decline to challenge an agreement, preferring to "tak[e] a career detour, or
go[] to a large company that promises to protect their freedom., 62  This
constraining of choices hurts society when the highest value use of the
employee's human capital is starting her own company or going to a
smaller one (such as a start-up).

Perhaps the most significant cost to all sides is legal fees; when in
doubt about the legality of an agreement, it seems sensible to consult a
lawyer. It is sensible if the lawyer can resolve the uncertainty. In this area
of the law, such ability is doubtful, as the resolution of a noncompetition
agreement's legality bears an uncanny resemblance to the outcome of a coin
flip.63  As one example, consider the story of Mark Papermaster, an

each individual case.") (internal citations and quotation marks omitted); Arthur Murray Dance Studios
of Cleveland, 105 N.E.2d at 687 (stating that courts researching noncompetition enforcement case law
can find "any kind of strange support for anything").

55. Rachel Amow-Richman, Bargaining for Loyalty in the Information Age: A Reconsideration of
the Role of Substantive Fairness in Enforcing Employee Noncompetes, 80 OR. L. REV. 1163, 1180, 1185
(2001) [hereinafter Amoow-Richman, Bargaining for Loyalty] (observing that there is a "universal
uncertainty that exists among both lawyers and laypeople as to whether and when a court will deem a
given covenant enforceable" and criticizing courts' analysis as conclusory).

56. This uncertainty prompted an empirically-minded researcher to attempt to determine what
exactly predicted whether a court would enforce a noncompetition agreement; the analysis found that
employee exposure to the employer's customer lists was a significant predictor of enforcement of the
agreement, as was access to trade secrets. Whitmore, supra note 4, at 504, 507.

57. WILLBORN ET AL., supra note 2, at 364 (collecting cases).
58. See FRANCHISE & BUSINESS LAW GROUP, Recent Franchise Non-Compete Cases Show

Unpredictability ofEnforcement, www.franbuslaw.com/blog?cat 17 (last visited Dec. 15, 2014).
59. Cf Glick et al., supra note 34, at 371 n.97 ("A multi-state or multinational corporation would

have to draft many different contracts depending on the states in which they do business, increasing
transaction costs.").

60. Actually, they can, due to the practice of severance. See generally infra Part II.B (describing
the severance practices of many states).

61. ORLY LOBEL, TALENT WANTS TO BE FREE 72 (2013) (quoting a Boston attorney).
62. Id. at 38.
63. Cf Whitmore, supra note 4, at 499 (reporting the results of his empirical study: fifty-eight

percent of surveyed appellate cases concerning noncompetition clauses in the 1960s and fifty-five
percent of those in the 1980s resulted in enforcement of the agreements). The objection to this argument
is that only the close cases go to trial, and only the trickiest of those are appealed; thus, the story of
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executive at IBM-headquartered in New York64 -whom Apple
aggressively recruited in 2008 to take over "its iPod and iPhone hardware
engineering groups., 65  IBM sued to enforce a one-year noncompetition
agreement.66  After much consulting with high-billing law firms and
"intense secret negotiations," the resolution was comically predictable:
Apple could employ Papermaster "six months after he left IBM. 67

There are some arguments in favor of the current regime, but they do
not withstand scrutiny. Both employers and employees have a legitimate
interest in prevalent and intensive on-the-job training.68 And employers
currently invest ample resources in employee training, so there is real cause
for concern if refusing to enforce these agreements would curtail it.69

However, noncompetition agreements themselves, at least when situated in
the current reasonableness regime, present employers with an expensive and
uncertain method of protecting their investment.70  Not to mention that
courts refuse to recognize general training as a protectable employer
interest.71 Noncompetition agreements are also unfair to employees "when
they continue in force after the training investment has been repaid., 72

Employers understandably are interested in protecting their intellectual
property, although it is less clear that they should have a legitimate interest
in protecting the "tacit knowledge[,] routines and practices that are not easy
to codify" that noncompetition agreements protect.73  That is, while
intellectual property should be protected, one must first determine whether
the information at issue qualifies as intellectual property. The Constitution
recognizes both patents and copyrights as important interests, but the
information employers seek to protect through noncompetition agreements

Mark Papernaster is offered above as (admittedly anecdotal) evidence of a similar result, this time in the
context of settlement.

64. IBM, Contact IBM, http://www.ibm.com/contact/us/en/ (last visited Dec. 15, 2014).
65. LOBEL, supra note 61, at 49.
66. Id.

67. Id. at 50.
68. See Brandon S. Long, Protecting Employer Investment in Training: Noncompetes vs.

Repayment Agreements, 54 DUKE LA. 1295, 1300 (2005) (describing the mutually beneficial effects to
employees and employers of on-the-job training).

69. See id. at 1301 ("American companies spend more money on education than do all the public
school systems in the United States.") (internal citation omitted).

70. See id. at 1311-17 (highlighting weaknesses in the current doctrine, regarding the protection of
employers' investments).

71. See supra notes 31-33 and accompanying text (discussing widespread court rejection of this
interest despite its economic justification).

72. Long, supra note 68, at 1315. While this analysis-whether investments in training have been
repaid through continued employment-can be integrated into the reasonableness analysis, most courts
do not include it. Id. at 1316. Inclusion of this analysis would only increase the unpredictability and
cost of reasonableness determinations.

73. Sampsa Samila & Olav Sorenson, Noncompete Covenants: Incentives to Innovate or
Impediments to Growth, 57 MGMT. ScI. 425, 427 (2011).
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does not fit within the definitions of patents or copyrights. 74

Noncompetition agreements are incredibly blunt instruments used to
achieve employers' goals-they are radically over-inclusive, burdening
many employees who have no access to such information, and under-
inclusive because they only protect employers for a certain amount of time,
after which employees are free to utilize their tacit knowledge.75 Courts
appear to be erring quite consistently on the side of overprotecting
information, which entails burdening employees who do not pose a real risk
of exploiting secret information.76 The agreement acts only as a tax on
employees leaving their employer.

A third argument is that employers must be able to protect their
"business relationships., 77  This interest is distinct from employers
protecting trade secret information (which is much closer to the intellectual
property justification). It is unclear why these relationships (social capital)
should belong to the employer.78 In fact, characterizing a firm as having a
property interest in its customers is the definition of anticompetitive. If an
employee leaves and starts up her own competing business, offering lower
prices or better service, the foundational antitrust goal of "protect[ing] ...
competition, not competitors" demands that customers be free to decide
how much to value a pre-existing business relationship. 79  Allowing
employers to delay (or, realistically, foreclose) such competition should not
be allowed.

The uncertainty regarding enforcement of noncompetition agreements
is significant and appears to be greater than that in other areas of law.80

Noncompetition agreements are costly for employees, employers, and
society as a whole. The uncertainty-and concomitant costs-increases
further as severance is included in the analysis."'

74. See U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 8 (granting Congress the power to "secur[e] for limited Times to
Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries").

75. See, e.g., Runway Salon, Inc. v. Garey, 860 N.E.2d 703 (Mass. Ct. App. 2007) (enforcing a
noncompetition agreement against a hairdresser). See also infra note 93 (listing classes of employees
whom employers have demanded their employees sign noncompetition agreements, where the class of
employees seems very unlikely to have access to confidential information).

76. Blake, supra note 19, at 673 ("Considerable authority can be found for enforcing a restraint
when little more appears than the information necessarily known to a person such as a branch manager
of a small retail outlet about retailing methods, sources of supply, customers' credit standing, income
and expense data, and the like.") (collecting cases).

77. Samila & Sorenson, supra note 73, at 428.
78. See id. ("Despite the evidence of their value, however, the ownership of these relationships

remains somewhat ambiguous.").
79. Leegin Creative Leather Prods. v. PSKS, Inc., 551 U.S. 877, 906 (2007) (internal quotation

marks and citations omitted).
80. See Whitmore, supra note 4, at 486 (referencing the "apparently exceptional degree of

unpredictability" in the enforceability of employment noncompetition agreements).
81. See id. at 487 n.20 ("[C]ourts' freedom to modify noncompetition clauses adds yet another

element to the confusion.") (internal citation omitted).
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B. The Severance Doctrine

Part IIA's analysis assumed a false dichotomy between enforcing or
refusing to enforce noncompetition agreements. This section relaxes this
assumption and inquires into the practice of severing noncompetition
agreements and the associated costs.

The practice of severing terms in noncompetition agreements dates
from at least 1726, when an English court struck out a clause from a
geographic restriction.8 2 Whether and how modem American courts sever
noncompetition agreements varies between jurisdictions.83  Twenty-six
states utilize the "reasonable alteration approach, 8 4  which entails
"rewrit[ing] an offensive clause." '85 Five states employ a formalistic
doctrine, known as the "blue pencil approach, 8 6 "enforcing the reasonable
parts of the clause only if they are grammatically separable from the invalid
parts., 8 7 Five states refuse to use severance.88  The rest have not clearly
explicated an approach.89

Enforcing an agreement after severing its most egregious provisions,
judges might feel satisfied after seeing (individualized) justice was done,
but this practice creates troubling ex-ante incentives. When courts modify
and enforce employers' otherwise unenforceable contract terms, they
remove the impetus for employers to correct them: "Employers can fashion
truly ominous covenants with confidence that they will be pared down and
enforced when the facts of a particular case are not unreasonable. This
smacks of having one's employee's cake and eating it too." 90

Given the prevailing doctrine in the majority of states, it is
unsurprising that "employers often seek broader [noncompetition]
restrictions than the law allows[.]" 91 The practice is especially problematic
if the employer knows the clause is overly broad (unenforceable) but thinks
the employee will mistakenly believe it is enforceable (and act
accordingly). 92  Employers have demanded employees sign non-compete

82. See Blake, supra note 19, at 681 (citing Chesman v. Namby, 2 Str. 739, 93 Eng. Rep. 819
(K.B. 1726)).

83. See infra notes 84-89 and accompanying text.
84. Rena Mara Samole, Real Employees: Cognitive Psychology and the Adjudication of Non-

Competition Agreements, 4 WASH. U. J.L. & POL'Y 289, 299 n.50 (2000) (collecting cases).
85. WILLBORN ET AL., supra note 2, at 365.

86. Samole, supra note 84, at 299 n.51 (collecting cases).
87. WILLBORN ET AL., supra note 2, at 365.

88. Samole, supra note 84, at 299 n.52.
89. Id.
90. Blake, supra note 19, at 683.
91. Charles A. Sullivan, The Puzzling Persistence of Unenforceable Contract Terms, 70 OHIO ST.

L.J. 1127, 1129 (2009) [hereinafter Sullivan, The Puzzling Persistence].
92. See id. at 1136. While some courts, and the Second Restatement, place the burden of proving

good faith on the employer, this check appears to be insufficient. See id. at 1162 (suggesting that
judicial enforcement of this requirement does not lead to a decrease in "overreaching" covenants, or at
least that there is not yet any proof).
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agreements, ostensibly to protect confidential information and trade secrets,
in a variety of occupations where the justification strains credulity.93 And it
is not just employees who suffer. Third parties are also constrained in their
actions-for example, declining to make a job offer-even if they know a
noncompetition clause is unenforceable as written. 94 They cannot act (it is
more costly to act) because of the possibility a court could rewrite and
enforce the terms. Severance furthers the status quo because, even if almost
assuredly unenforceable, if there is sufficient uncertainty as to worry the
employee, she will be driven into the arms of a(nother) large, established
employer (willing to offer indemnity) instead of setting up shop on his own
or joining a smaller company. 95 Society then suffers from a lack of
competition from upstart companies in sclerotic industries.

The theoretical-economics-minded skeptic might reply that, in a
perfectly functioning market, unenforceable-as-written clauses likely would
not exist. 96 However, information problems are nearly always present in the
employment contract context. There is a cost to obtaining information
regarding the legality of a covenant's terms. In the employment contract
context, the employer, assuming it has multiple employees, is able to spread
this cost over many employment contracts, while the employee has no such
option and, thus, will likely suffer from asymmetric information.97 Even a
prospective employer suffers from information asymmetry. 98 Although
potentially knowledgeable about the law, a prospective employer will be
ignorant of the relevant facts-which can include virtually anything about
the previous employer, its industry, or the former employee's job duties99 I

and a prospective employer's only (accessible) source of information is the
employee, "who is obviously not disinterested" in the matter. loo

Further, there are significant transaction costs. Even if an employee
consults with a lawyer who advises of the clause's unenforceability-as-
written, such advice will also likely contain bad news: "There are costs
entailed in establishing unenforceability should the [employer] bring
suit''1°1 and, even if the employee's chances of success are high, there are

93. See Arnow-Richman, Bargaining for Loyalty, supra note 55, at 1187 n.80 (listing "bartenders,

cosmetologists, pest exterminators, garbage collectors, janitors, night-watchmen, and undertakers")
(internal citations omitted).

94. Sullivan, The Puzzling Persistence, supra note 91, at 1138.
95. See LOBEL, supra note 61, at 202 (making above observation based on interviews with

inventors and the legal counsel of a "large biotech company").
96. Sullivan, The Puzzling Persistence, supra note 91, at 1139.

97. See id. at 1140.
98. See supra notes 64-70 and accompanying text.
99. See supra notes 46-52 and accompanying text (describing sundry factors courts have inquired

into while analyzing a noncompetition agreement for reasonableness).
100. Sullivan, The Puzzling Persistence, supra note 91, at 1152. Sullivan also notes that the

employee's asserted relative lack of financial resources would make an indemnity provision worthless.
Id.

101. Id. at 1140.
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no sure things in noncompetition litigation. The employer could abuse the
latter axiom by filing the occasional lawsuit-imposing costs while
stopping short of "a court estoppel-generating judgment" 02 -against a
wayward employee to signal to its other employees "that breach of even an
unenforceable promise is costly."'13

Extralegal constraints on employers do not appear effective in this
context. The opportunity costs (to writing overly broad agreements) are
low due to courts severing unreasonable terms, and reputational costs
under-deter due to information problems of workers-many are unable "to
understand the effect of the contracts they are required to enter, much less
to be able to meaningfully weigh their costs against alternative
arrangements by unidentified alternative employers.' 0 4

One approach to the above costs is to reform the severance doctrine, at
least in this context. 05  This article's suggested solution-refusing to
enforce noncompetition agreements entirely-would eliminate the harm
that severing fosters. Although employers might still insist on
unenforceable clauses, if such clauses were in contravention of a clear per
se rule of illegality, a presumption of bad faith would be warranted.
Severance is included in this article to present a full picture of the current
legal regime of noncompetition agreement enforcement.

III. TIME TO REEVALUATE

A. Courts Should Continue the Common Law's Evolution

The current reasonableness inquiry imposes high costs on society.
Courts should rethink their approach and continue the common law
evolution of this doctrine, which remains in effect in thirty-one states.10 6

There is ample precedent for evaluating current doctrines, finding them no
longer sensible, and shifting to a different legal standard.

102. Id. at 1140 n.43 (explaining how a court estoppels-generating judgment is not necessary to
place substantial costs on a defendant).

103. Id. at 1140.
104. Id. at 1142-43.
105. See id. at 1175. Alternatively (or additionally), courts or legislatures could enforce a wrongful

discharge tort for "[fliring (or refusing to hire) someone for refusing to agree to an unenforceable
clause." Id. at 1167. Statutes could be enacted "provid[ing] that insistence on unenforceable clauses is
itself illegal." Id. at 1165. Finally, attorneys that draft unenforceable clauses could be held to task as
"violat[ing] their professional responsibilities." Id. at 1169. This enforcement would currently rely on
the prohibition against counseling conduct that the lawyer knows is fraudulent, but the interpretation is a
generous one. See id. (expressing skepticism).

106. Vanko, supra note 29, at 2. Other states have enacted legislation. Id.
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1. Noncompetition Agreement Enforcement Is a Common Law Doctrine

This section will first present a brief history of the common law origin
and evolution of the enforcement of noncompetition agreements,
demonstrating that the current reasonableness inquiry is not the only
legitimate judicial approach. It will then discuss rules that courts have
already fashioned within the existing doctrine.

The first known case of a noncompetition agreement was in 1414,
"when a clothes dryer attempted to prevent his former worker from
competing in the town for six months.' 1 7 The court was scathing toward
the plaintiff-employer, "threaten[ing] the plaintiff with jail for initiating
such a frivolous lawsuit" because it was "absurd" to "restrict a fellow
citizen from practicing his trade[]"' 1 8 Thus, it appears that, initially, there
was an implicit per se rule against noncompetition agreements, although
this case does not appear to be one that American courts discovered.

Instead, the first classic (frequently cited) English case-from 1711-
discussed noncompetition agreements as restraints of trade and involved the
sale of a business. 10 9 The court cautioned against extending its holding to
employment agreements due to (in so many words) bargaining asymmetry
and anticompetitive effects. 110  The case-Mitchel v. Reynolds set out a
basic "rule of reason" framework for noncompetition agreements,
"balancing the social utility of certain types of restraints against their
possible undesirable effects upon the covenantor and the public," while
presuming invalidity."' Pre-Industrial Revolution, courts followed suit;
they were, to put it mildly, "reluctant" to enforce noncompetition
agreements.1 2 As time passed and the economy changed, specific terms in
employment contracts became more prevalent-including noncompetition
terms-because the "customary norms" of the "apprenticeship system"
broke down, and there was a corresponding increase in litigation regarding
these terms."3  The analysis became fact-intensive. 114 In England, the
presumption of invalidity was lost but then returned,"i5 while a suspicion of
these agreements in the employment context persisted. 116

107. LOBEL, supra note 61, at 53.

108. Id.
109. See Blake, supra note 19, at 629-30 (discussing Mitchel v. Reynolds, I P. WMS. 181, 24 Eng.

Rep. 347 (Q.B. 1711)).
110. Id.

111. Id.at630.

112. George M. Curley, The Use of Noncompetition Agreements to Protect Proprietary
Information: Baxter International, Inc. v. Morris, 27 CREIGHTON L. REv. 915, 921 (1994).

113. Blake, supra note 19, at 638.

114. See id. at 639 (discussing Horner v. Graves, 7 Bing. 735, 131 Eng. Rep. 284 (C.P. 1831) and
its inquiry into reasonableness that was not limited to the contract's terms).

115. Pre-1853, the presumption in England was that "all restraints of trade are prima facie invalid,"
but in 1853 "the Court of Queen's Bench reversed the traditional rule ... by holding that the burden was
on the covenantor to show that the covenant was unreasonable." Blake, supra note 19, at 640
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From the beginning, American courts applied the reasonableness test
imported from Britain, although placing relatively more weight than the
English on "protecting the employee from overly heavy burdens[.], 1 17

Many states task the employer with proving reasonableness," 8 and nearly
all are more skeptical of noncompetition agreements in the employment (as
opposed to company-purchasing) context. 119

Although courts voice their reluctance to fashion per se rules, 20 the
costs of case-by-case adjudication are particularly high for noncompetition
agreements due to the information problems of the former employee and
future employer, and the unpredictability of the result. 12 1  Further, courts
have already developed some rules in this context; thus, developing a
broader per se rule would be judicially appropriate, if bold. For one,
several states require employers to provide their employees additional
consideration for noncompetition agreements. 2 2  This doctrine is a per se
rule in those states, automatically voiding noncompetition agreements that
are unsupported by independent consideration (other than continued
employment), regardless of geographic scope or other factors. 123  Although
noncompetition agreements are shrouded in contract law language, there is
no contract-like analysis occurring, as notfiring the employee would appear
to satisfy the contractual requirement of consideration if bargained for. 124

The additional consideration rule has company.125  Courts have held that a

(discussing Tallis v. Tallis, 1 El. & B. 391, 118 Eng. Rep. 482 (Q.B. 1853)). This holding-"rooted in
strong freedom-of-contract views"-was reversed in 1920. Id. at 640, 640 n.43.

116. Even in the height of the freedom of contract days, English courts still recognized that "there is
obviously more freedom of contract between buyer and seller than between master and servant or
between an employer and a person seeking employment." Id. at 642 (quoting Nordenfelt v. Maxim
Nordenfelt Guns & Ammunition Co., [1894] A.C. 535,566, affirming [1893] 1 Ch. 630 (C.A. 1892)).

117. Id. at 643-44.
118. See supra note 32 (collecting cases placing the initial burden on the employer).
119. Blake, supra note 19, at 646.
120. See, e.g., Elida, Inc. v. Harmor Realty Corp., 413 A.2d 1226, 1232 (Conn. 1979) ("'Per se'

rules of illegality should be applied only to conduct which is shown to be 'manifestly
anticompetitive. '").

121. See supra Part II (describing such problems).
122. See, e.g., Poole v. Incentives Unlimited, Inc., 548 S.E.2d 207, 208 (S.C. 2001) (voiding

noncompetition agreement because it is unsupported by separate consideration); Ikon Office Solutions,
Inc. v. Dale, 170 F. Supp. 2d 892, 895 (D. Minn. 2001) (applying Minnesota's separate consideration
requirement); Hejl v. Hood, Hargett & Assocs., Inc., 674 S.E.2d 425, 428 (N.C. App. 2009) (describing
North Carolina's separate consideration requirement).

123. See cases cited supra note 122.
124. See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § 71(3)(B) (1981) (stating that a forbearance may

constitute performance, which satisfies the requirement for consideration if it was bargained for). There
is the possibility that courts are using the requirement to serve an evidentiary function, showing that no
real bargaining occurred. Cf, e.g., Pugh v. See's Candies, Inc., 116 Cal. App. 3d 311, 325 (Cal. Ct.
App. 1981) (discussing some courts' independent consideration requirement for just cause protection
and stating that such requirement is "contrary to the general contract principle that courts should not
inquire into the adequacy of consideration[,]" using independent consideration only as an interpretative
device).

125. See cases cited infra notes 126-28.
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noncompetition agreement of indefinite duration is unenforceable per se, 126

as is an agreement of unlimited geographic scope. 127  New York has
developed a "per se rule" against enforcing agreements when an employer
terminates an employee without cause. 128

Another example involves lawyers. The American Bar Association
asserts that noncompetition agreements with lawyers are unethical. 129

Noncompetition agreements undoubtedly limit "not only [lawyers']
professional autonomy but also the client's freedom to choose a lawyer."' 30

Many (although not all) courts have fashioned a per se rule in response:
such agreements are invalid.'3 ' But all noncompetition agreements restrict
employees' autonomy and limit the freedom of clients.3 2  And certainly
these concerns would be at least as pressing in the medical context, yet
noncompetition agreements pervade "physicians' employment and
partnership agreements," and courts (with certain states excepting)
generally enforce them. "' This disconnect has been noted 3 4 and with good
reason: lawyers' clients are not the only group of consumers entitled to a
competitive market, and lawyers are not the only employees deserving of
autonomy. And why should we assume lawyers and doctors are more
deserving than other professions, or other employees, of autonomy?

The common law has evolved and should continue to. Its history
suggests courts should fashion standards and rules that "maximiz[e] the
wealth of society. ""' Part IV will show both economic and non-economic
analyses of the effects of these agreements demonstrate that a per se rule

126. See Friemuth v. Fiskars Brands, Inc., 681 F. Supp. 2d 985, 989 (W.D. Wis. 2010). But see, e.g.,

Karpinski v. Ingrasci, 268 N.E.2d 751, 752 (N.Y. 1971).
127. E.g., Barnes Grp., Inc. v. Harper, 653 F.2d 175, 180 n.6 (5th Cir. 1981). But see, e.g., Liautaud

v. Liautaud, 221 F.3d 981, 987 (7th Cir. 2000) ("[A] lack of geographic limits is not per se

unreasonable.").
128. Vanko, supra note 29, at 10. Many courts look at noncompetition agreements more critically

in this context but have not decided to impose a per se rule. See id. at 11 (describing the "middle-ground

cases").
129. See MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 5.6(a) (1983), available at

http://www.americanbar.org/groups/professional responsibility/publications/model rules of profession

al conduct/rule 5 6 restrictions on rights to~practice.html (stating a lawyer "shall not participate" in
making an agreement that "restricts the right of a lawyer to practice after termination of the relationship,

except an agreement concerning benefits upon retirement").
130. Valley Med. Specialists v. Farber, 982 P.2d 1277, 1283 (Az. 1999)

131. See, e.g., Karlin v. Weinberg, 390 A.2d 1161 (N.J. 1978) (acknowledging per se rule against
noncompetition agreements for lawyers; distinguishing doctors); White v. Med. Review Consultants,

Inc., 831 S.W.2d 662 (Mo. Ct. App. 1992) (recognizing prohibition); Father, 982 P.2d at 1285 (also

recognizing prohibition); LOBEL, supra note 61, at 62 (stating courts generally find noncompetition
agreements applied to lawyers to be invalid).

132. See cases cited supra note 131.

133. LOBEL, supra note 61, at 63.
134. See, e.g., Glenn S. Draper, Enforcing Lawyers' Covenants Not To Compete, 69 WASH. L. REV.

161 (1994) (advocating for application of reasonableness standard to lawyers' noncompetition

agreements). It certainly is inconsistent, but it should be resolved by invalidating all such agreements.
135. RICHARD POSNER, ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF LAW 32 (8th ed. 2011).

[Vol. 2:1
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against enforcement would benefit society significantly. 36 But first, federal
antitrust doctrine will confirm that courts are entitled to utilize such
economic evidence in reconsidering a common law doctrine.

2. Antitrust Doctrine Provides Guidance

This section engages with the Supreme Court's antitrust doctrine and
its analysis of the relative costs and benefits of rules and standards.
Antitrust law provides an apt analogy because it shares a concern of curbing
anticompetitive behavior while allowing businesses to freely contract 13 7 and
a common law pedigree. 38 This section then briefly discusses tort law,
which also has common law roots. 1'39

The purpose of antitrust law "is the protection of competition, not
competitors."'140  For one, the Sherman Antitrust Act' 4' aims to "preserv[e]
free and unfettered competition" because it is based on a policy that
"unrestrained interaction of competitive forces" will yield the best results
for the country. 142  While noncompetition agreements are seemingly
contrary to the text143 and policy 144 of the Sherman Act-leading some to
advocate for the government or private parties to deploy the Sherman Act
against employers using noncompetition agreements 141-courts have
rejected challenges to noncompetition agreements on these grounds. 146

136. SeeinfraPartIV.
137. See generally EINER ELHAUGE, UNITED STATEs ANTITRUST LAW AND ECONOMICS 1-3 (2d ed.

2011) (describing the main anticompetitive concerns of federal antitrust law).
138. See, e.g., Nat'l Soc. of Prof'l Engineers v. United States, 435 U.S. 679, 688 (1978) (stating that

Congress, in enacting the Sherman Act, "expected the courts to give shape to the statute's broad
mandate by drawing on common-law tradition").

139. See, e.g., Williamsonv. Mazda Motor of Am., Inc., 131 S. Ct. 1131, 1135 (2011) ("[T]ort law
is ordinarily 'common law."').

140. Leegin Creative Leather Prods. v. PSKS, Inc., 551 U.S. 877, 906 (2007) (internal quotation
marks and citations omitted). This policy is sensible because competition is economically beneficial.
See, e.g., POSNER, supra note 135, at 361-65 (describing the advantages in innovation and reduced cost
that generally present themselves in a competitive market as opposed to a monopolized one).

141. 15 U.S.C.A. § 1 (West 1973).
142. N. Pac. Ry. Co. v. United States, 356 U.S. 1, 4 (1958).
143. Harvey J. Goldschmid, Antitrust's Neglected Stepchild: A Proposal for Dealing with

Restrictive Covenants Under Federal Law, 73 COLUM. L. REv. 1193, 1204 (1973) (analyzing the text of
the Sherman Act and finding that noncompetition clauses fall under its scope and very likely violate it).
See also Blake, supra note 19, at 628 n.8 ("When the required effect on commerce is present,
unreasonable postemployment restraints would seem clearly to violate the Sherman Act.").

144. See Blake, supra note 19, at 628 n.8 (referencing "legislative history and subsequent judicial
discussion of the Sherman Act" in concluding that unreasonable noncompetition clauses are contrary to
the Sherman Act).

145. See, e.g., Goldschmid, supra note 143, at 1207 ("[T]reble damages, attorney's fees, procedural
advantages, and freedom from such anomalies as the employee's choice rule, would be available in a
Sherman Act case in a federal forum.").

146. ASPELUND & BECKNER, supra note 6, at 486 (stating that courts have "almost uniformly
refused to hold [noncompetition clauses] invalid under antitrust statutes") (collecting cases). This
reluctance persists even if the agreement itself is overbroad. See Sullivan, The Puzzling Persistence,
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While there is considerable merit to the contention that noncompetition
agreements produce anticompetitive effects, 147 the antitrust doctrine as it
currently exists provides a poor mechanism for former employees
challenging individual noncompetition agreements 148 or for implementing a
per se rule of illegality.149 Therefore, this article puts that argument to the
side and examines antitrust law only as a source of analogy for purposes of
considering updates to a common law doctrine.

The Sherman Act's language-prohibiting "every contract,
combination . . . or conspiracy, in restraint of trade or commerce""0 -

invokes the common law, including its emphasis on continual evolution,
"not merely the static content that the common law had assigned to the term
in 1890 [the year the Sherman Act was enacted.]f"i5i The Court's analysis
has evolved, and over the years, it has established that several types of

supra note 91, at 1151 n.77 (stating that "courts have never been receptive" to claims that overbroad

noncompetition employment agreements violate federal antitrust laws); cf Glick et al., supra note 34, at
409 (describing federal courts' application of the rule of reason analysis to noncompetition covenants
beginning in the 1970s, but noting that they have "almost uniformly" upheld such agreements without
providing a citation for a case in which an agreement was struck down). Courts have also rejected
antitrust counterclaims against noncompetition agreements based on state antitrust statutes. ASPELUND
& BECKNER, supra note 6, at 483.

147. See generally supra Part IV.B (describing anticompetitive effects of enforcing noncompetition
agreements although primarily referring to them as externalities). Courts appear to reject the argument
readily due to "the [perceived] localized nature" of the disputes, involving one employer and one former
employee. ASPELUND & BECKNER, supra note 6, at 483; see Goldschmid, supra note 143, at 1206
(discussing the federal government's unwillingness to bring actions challenging noncompetition
agreements "because of a belief that restrictive covenants present issues of essentially local concern").
This argument ignores the potential precedent-setting value of a declaration that a representative
noncompetition agreement is invalid. See id. at 1207 ("A few successful cases ... would undoubtedly
bring widespread change.").

148. Even if the Sherman Act's doctrine applied, it would be nigh impossible to satisfy the market
defining requirements because, individually, "covenants generally have limited market impact."
ASPELUND & BECKNER, supra note 6, at 499; but see Goldschmid, supra note 143, at 1206 (arguing that
"cases of any consequence" should satisfy the Sherman Act's requirements, because the Act "reaches as
far as the commerce clause will allow"). This assessment would change if a court looked to the labor
market, as opposed to the employer's product market (which is traditionally the market used). Note,
Antitrust Implications, supra note 36, at 525, 528-31 (noting the adverse effect of a noncompetition
agreement on a product market will never suffice for liability; showing noncompetition agreements
"have a strong impact on the labor market"). Further, proving an antitrust case is much too expensive
for employees or startup companies. Cf, e.g., Am. Express Co. v. Italian Colors Rest., 133 S. Ct. 2304,
2308 (2013) (describing an economist's declaration that an expert witness necessary for an antitrust
claim would cost "at least several hundred thousand dollars, and might exceed $1 million"). Its expense
is due to the need to define a market, determine market power, and prove anticompetitive effects. See
Glick et al., supra note 34, at 412 (describing the requirements of antitrust).

149. Federal courts have rejected the arguments in favor of per se illegality in the Antitrust context,
Glick et al., supra note 34, at 411, with the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit emphasizing the low
probability a given employment contract would affect interstate commerce. See Bradford v. New York
Times Co., 501 F.2d 51, 59 n.5 (2d Cir. 1974) ("It is very dubious that [the employee's] employment
with [the employer] had more than a de minimis effect, if any, upon interstate commerce.").

150. 15 U.S.C. § 1 (West 1973).
151. Leegin Creative Leather Prods., Inc. v. PSKS, Inc., (Leegrn) 551 U.S. 877, 888 (2007) (internal

quotation marks and citations omitted).
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agreements are per se illegal. 1
1
2  Agreements between competitors to fix

prices, divide the market, restrain output, or boycott certain sellers are all
condemned per se, that is "without any case-by-case inquiry" into their
anticompetitive effects.153

The Court has adopted these per se rules for several reasons. They
further significant "administrative efficiency interests," important in
antitrust matters due to the complex, expensive, and time-consuming
economic investigation" required in proving an antitrust violation. 154 Per

se rules also aid businesses in predicting the legality of their behavior. 155

They finally reflect the Court's determination that a particular class of
activities has "a substantial potential for impact on competition.', 156  This
judgment applies to small and large businesses alike, even though it would
be much more difficult (maybe impossible) to prove an antitrust case
against a smaller business. 157 It applies to all agreements "because of their
actual or potential threat to the central nervous system of the economy.,158

The Court has touted the necessity of continual analysis of economic
issues, affirming that the state of the common law as such "even 100 years
ago is irrelevant to the issue . . . [of] the effect of the antitrust laws upon
[challenged] restraints in the American economy today. '

,
159 The Court has

also walked the walk, recently deciding to reverse the over ninety-year-old
application of the per se rule against vertical price restraints in favor of the
rule of reason 16

0 due to an evolving understanding of the relevant
economics. 161  The Court was willing to revisit economic assumptions
based on new evidence, even when that evidence was far from
unambiguous. 162 The prior doctrine imposed high costs on businesses, and
thus consumers, without a commensurate benefit.163 It was complicated and
technical, "a flawed antitrust doctrine that serve[d] the interests of

152. ELHAUGE, supra note 137, at 50 (citing cases).

153. Id. (citations omitted).

154. F.T.C. v. Super. Ct. Trial Lawyers Ass'n, 493 U.S. 411, 430 (1990).

155. See N. Pac. Ry. Co. v. United States, 356 U.S. 1, 5 (1958) (describing how per se rules make

the determination of the legality of restraints "more certain to the benefit of everyone concerned");
Leegin, 551 U.S. at 886 ("[T]he per se rule can give clear guidance for certain conduct.").

156. FTC., 493 U.S. at 433 (internal quotation marks and citations omitted).

157. See id. at 434-35 ("A small participant in the market is, obviously, less likely to cause

persistent damage than a large participant .... For reasons including market inertia and information
failures, however, a small conspirator may be able to impede competition over some period of time.")

(internal citations omitted).

158. U.S. v. Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., 310 U.S. 150, 224 n.59 (1940) (internal citations omitted).

Written by Justice Douglas, the above footnote is "oft-quoted[.]" F. T. C., 493 U.S. at 435.
159. Leegin, 551 U.S. at 888 (internal quotation marks and citations omitted) (emphasis supplied).
160. See id. at 907 (reversing a case from 1911, applying the per se rule and mandating rule of

reason analysis).
161. See generally id. at 900-04 (discussing, inter alia, findings of economists).
162. See id. at 889 (admitting that "each side of the debate can find [economic] sources to support

its position").
163. See id. (discussing high costs from businesses engaging in "burdensome measures" because of

the risk of liability).
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lawyers-by creating legal distinctions that operate[d] as traps for the
unwary[.]' 64

While the analogy is imperfect, 165 the Court's reasoning in the antitrust
context provides state courts with a ready example of the need to remain
critical of existing common law doctrine, especially as (our understanding
of) economic conditions evolve(s).

B. Rules v. Standards

The prior section justified scrutinizing the current doctrine with an eye
towards improving it; this section details two competing options for the
enforcement on noncompetition agreements, using standards or rules.
Canvassing the costs and benefits of each approach demonstrates that the
enforcement of employment noncompetition agreements would benefit
greatly from a clear rule to guide decision-making, as opposed to the
current reasonableness standard.

Rules and standards exist on a spectrum, 166 but it is useful to analyze
them in a dichotomous fashion, as moving farther towards one or the other
end involves different costs and benefits. 67  Reasonableness is the
paradigmatic standard, while a per se rule exemplifies the other end of the
spectrum. 68  Rules simplify the analysis by removing some of the
considerations involved in applying a standard. 169  A per se rule against
enforcing noncompetition covenants in an employment contract would be
very precise, as "definite legal consequences" would attach upon two
simple facts: the existence of an employment relationship and a

164. Id. at 904.
165. The Court suggested that it might be easier to shift from per se illegality to a rule of reason

than vice versa. Cf id. at 886-87 ("[A] per se rule is appropriate only after courts have had considerable
experience with the type of restraint at issue, and only if courts can predict with confidence that it would
be invalidated in all or almost all instances under the rule of reason.") (internal citations omitted). The
Court does allow that moving from a rule of reason to per se illegality would be warranted upon finding
"demonstrable economic effect" of a class of agreements. Id. at 887. Further, the Court's recent trend
away from per se rules in favor of standards has occurred within the vertical restraint context, see, e.g.,
id. (involving vertical restraint), whereas noncompetition agreements-although signed by an
employee-actually implicate current industry competitors and, thus, are more analogous to horizontal
restraints. Cf infra notes 257-58 and accompanying text (discussing a non-solicitation agreement
among companies that received antitrust scrutiny as a per se illegal horizontal restraint).

166. Kathleen M. Sullivan, Foreword, The Justices of Rules and Standards, 106 HARv. L. REv. 22,
58 n.231 (1992) [hereinafter Sullivan, The Justices].

167. This essay adopts Louis Kaplow's distinction between rules and standards, in which the
difference consists of "the extent to which efforts to give content to the law are undertaken before or
after individuals act." Louis Kaplow, Rules versus Standards: An Economic Analysis, 42 DUKE L.
557, 560 (1992). Kaplow uses this distinction to differentiate the rule/standard debate from the separate
issue of "how much detail" a particular standard or rule has, as other commentators have operated under
the assumption that rules are inherently simple. Id. at 560 n.4.

168. See Isaac Ehrlich & Richard A. Posner, An Economic Analysis of Legal Rulemaking, 3 J.

LEGAL STUD. 257, 258 (1974) (defining rules and standards).
169. Id.
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noncompetition agreement.i17  The specificity of rules affects both primary
behavior-in this case, what employees and employers do-and what
courts do.171 People act based on the results of their subjective probabilities
of the costs and benefits of a given action; a clear rule reduces the error in
these probabilities. 172 Rules also make the judicial system more efficient by
reducing errors (here, inconsistent applications of the same rule or
standard), decreasing both administrative and litigation costs in a given
case, 173 speeding resolution, 174 and even reducing the number of disputes by
increasing the rate at which disputes settle. 175  While the coin-flip nature of
noncompetition agreement litigation 176 suggests a different path than many
standards-to-rules transformations, 177 it is justified due to the effects on the
broader economy. 171

The usual concerns with rules hold much less force in the
noncompetition agreement context. For example, the worry that rules
"allow the 'bad man' to engage in socially unproductive behavior right up
to the line'

,
179 is inapposite because the reasonableness standard encourages

employers not only to go right up to the line, but to cross it, especially with
the widespread practice of severance.'" A related benefit of standards-
that they are normally intuitive, and thus, non-lawyers understand and abide
by them-is similarly inapplicable.' 8' Here, there is nothing intuitive-
certainly not to employees-about only being bound by a reasonable

170. Id. at 261.
171. Id. at 261.
172. See id. at 262 (stating that rules "increas[e] the (subjective) probabilities that the undesirable

activity is punishable and that the desirable is not"); POSNER, supra note 135, at 5 (stating that
uncertainty, especially of an indeterminate sort, makes people act less rationally because they only have
their subjective probability).

173. See Ehrlich & Posner, supra note 168, at 264 (discussing effect of rules "on behavior within
the legal system").

174. Id. at 264-65.
175. Id. at 265.
176. See supra note 63 and accompanying text (describing the resemblance of litigation results to a

coin flip).
177. See Ehrlich & Posner, supra note 168, at 266 (discussing Oliver Wendell Holmes's view that

"the general standard of negligence had been transformed, over time, into specific rules of accident law"
because "after a particular type of accident case had been decided the same way by many juries applying
the negligence standard, so that it was now clear how such a case should be decided under that standard,
it was appropriate to withdraw the issue from the jury and make it an issue of law") (citing OLIVER
WENDELL HOLMES, JR., THE COMMON LAW 111-29 (1881)). The problem with noncompetition
litigation is that "[s]uccessive decisions" do not "convey information about how [future] cases should be
decided." Id. In addition to tort law, this process-going from standards to rules based on increasing
certainty about outcome-occurred in antitrust law. Id. at 266-67.

178. See infra Part IV.B (describing the externalities from enforcing these agreements).
179. Sullivan, The Justices, supra note 166, at 63.
180. See supra Part II.B (describing the practice of severance and the ex-ante incentives it creates

for employers).
181. POSNER, supra note 135, at 748.
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noncompetition agreement. 18 2  Another concern-that the benefits from
rules will be foregone if judges "invent end-runs around them" because of
the perceived injustice in a particular case8 3-is similarly unlikely to apply
with much force because of the bevy of tools employers have at their
disposal to retain employees; courts are unlikely to feel too much sympathy
for an employer unable to retain an employee through traditional methods,
which encompass both carrots (think bonuses, increased responsibility) and
sticks.18 4 A third concern over information asymmetry-that the party with
knowledge of the rule will take advantage of the other-is overpowered by
the same issue with the reasonableness standard. 85  While, ostensibly,
standards might ensure judicial responsibility in use of power, this view
depends on the assumption that "standards make visible and accountable
the inevitable weighing process that rules obscure.' 86  This assumption is
unwarranted here, as the hopelessly muddled reasonableness inquiry,
coupled with severance, ensures courts' applications of the standards are far
from "visible and accountable."

The final usual costs of a rule are those involved in drafting it187 and its
inevitable over- and under-inclusiveness.' 88 This rule would be simple to
draft: courts would simply refuse to enforce noncompetition agreements
formed during an employment relationship. The over-inclusiveness of a
rule is lessened when "the costs of transactions among the people subject to
the rule are low."' 89 In the employment relationship, the obvious example
is the ability of the parties to bargain over wage rate and benefits; in the
absence of a noncompetition agreement, the employer can induce the
employee to remain at the company by increasing the employee's pay, such

182. Contrast this situation with a more typical example, provided by Richard Posner: "'Being
careful' is intuitive; driving below 50 mph is not, which is why speed limits have to be posted." Id.

183. Sullivan, The Justices, supra note 166, at 63. This concern is acute when the application of a

standard "spare[s] individuals from being sacrificed on the altar of rules," but arguably is less so when
the "individual" is an employer. Id. at 67.

184. See infra notes 222-37 and accompanying text (describing trade secrets doctrine, the duty of
loyalty, and other ways in which an employer can use the law to keep an employee in line); infra notes
303-05 (describing extra-legal ways an employer can retain an employee, such as by offering
performance incentives).

185. Sullivan, The Justices, supra note 166, at 66.

186. Id.
187. See Ehrlich & Posner, supra note 168, at 267 (describing how the decision-maker must spend

time evaluating the costs and benefits of different potential formulations). The costs of over- and under-
inclusion are not unique to rules; standards "in application, will both over- and underinclude" as well.
Id. at 268. However, most scholars agree that the costs will generally be higher with a rule. But see
Kaplow, supra note 167, at 565 (disputing this common assumption "because ... it implicitly compares
a complex standard and a relatively simple rule, whereas both rules and standards can in fact be quite
simple or highly detailed in their operation").

188. Ehrlich & Posner, supra note 168, at 268 ("[T]he reduction of a standard to a set of rules must

in practice create both overinclusion and underinclusion.").
189. Id. at 269.
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as by offering performance bonuses9 ° or by increasing the employee's non-
monetary perks, for example, allowing her to telecommute or granting her
more autonomy in how she does her job. The statute of frauds is
instructive; it does not prevent valuable transactions, it merely imposes
"legal and negotiating expenses necessary to comply with the rule[,]"' 191

which is more than offset by the reduced uncertainty, cost of litigation, and
change of error. 192 People can still make agreements covered by the statute
of frauds; they just cannot do so orally. Similarly, under a per se rule,
employers could still induce employees to remain at their jobs; employers
just would not be able to do so through noncompetition agreements.

The enforcement of noncompetition agreements represents a situation
in which the advantages of rules over standards are particularly compelling.
The widespread prevalence of noncompetition agreements 193 constitutes
great "frequency of individual behavior" that suggests "a rule will tend to
be desirable.' 94  Employees would be able to predict the outcome of a
dispute accurately, expending little effort. 95 A rule against noncompetition
agreements would even be simple enough (and relevant enough) for
employees to learn. 196  Contrast this ease with the current standard of

190. Empirically, this practice occurs in California, which is unsurprising given its rejection of
noncompetition agreements. See infra notes 303-05 and accompanying text (discussing use of
incentive-based compensation to induce loyalty in California, where noncompetition agreements are
unenforceable). Theoretically, the employer would be willing to increase an employee's pay until it
equaled the marginal cost of the employee leaving and working for a competitor. JOSEPH E. STIGLITZ,
ECONOMICS 454 (2d ed. 2000). See also PAUL A. SAMUELSON & WILLIAM D. NORDHAUS,
MICROECONOMICS 226 (16th ed. 1998) ("[D]emand for a factor of production reflects the marginal
productivity of that input."). While arguably this wage raising would have a similar effect in the labor
market as a noncompetition agreement-making the employee more expensive for other employers-it
would not cause the negative externalities that restrictive post-employment covenants have. See
generally infra Part IV.B (describing such externalities).

191. Ehrlich & Posner, supra note 168, at 269-70.
192. Id. at 270.
193. See LOBEL, supra note 61, at 51 (stating that "[s]urveys show that nearly ninety percent of

managerial and technical employees have signed" noncompetition agreements). As an upper limit, there
are currently about 137 million American employees on nonfann payrolls. BUREAU OF LABOR
STATISTICS, News Release, at Table B-1 (Jan. 10, 2014), available at
http://www.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/empsit.pdf.

194. Kaplow, supra note 167, at 563. The counterargument is that, like a tort suit, each
noncompetition agreement is unique. Cf id. at 564 n. 11, n.12 ("[A]cts are only frequent in the relevant
sense if the acts have enough in common that they should be treated in the same manner." The crucial
inquiry is "whether the differences are typically of sufficient importance to justify an independent
inquiry in each case."). This argument is unpersuasive in this context because the empirical analyses of
the effects of these agreements suggest that they are alike in important ways. See infra Part IV.B
(describing the externalities of enforcing these agreements).

195. See Kaplow, supra note 167, at 563 ("Because learning about a rule is cheaper, individuals
may spend less in learning about the law, and may be better guided by a rule since the law's content can
be more readily ascertained.").

196. Cf Ehrlich & Posner, supra note 168, at 270-71 (discussing how rules can require consultation
with experts; suggesting exceptions in "areas of the law, such as automobile driving and ... the income
tax" in which laypeople have consistent exposure and, thus, incentive to learn the rules).
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reasonableness, 197 under which employees and employers alike must
"acquir[e] expensive, although only marginally helpful, advice" regarding
enforceability.' 98 These costs are asymmetrically high for individual
employees, as employers can spread out the cost over multiple
employees.' 99 Everyone "bear[s] more risk under standards," a concern for
the risk-averse.200  Further, this risk is (again) greater for employees than
employers; the latter can rest easy because, even if the covenant is illegal as
written, a court can utilize severance.20' The current bevy of enforcement
actions also militates in favor of a rule because it would save courts
administrative costs.2 0 2

All else equal, legislatures are better institutionally equipped to make
rules than courts (or at least better positioned to make broad ones).20 3

However, a state supreme court buffeted with amici briefs could find itself
well situated-especially given the common law nature of the doctrine-to
fashion a rule. And it is important to emphasize that the current rule itself
was the result of judicial judgments; it was not handed down from on high.
When courts fail to update their rules (or standards) commensurate with the
times, society suffers greatly.20 4 If courts in a given state adopt a per se
rule, the legislature could, of course, overrule it or decide to codify it. 205

IV. WHICH WAY TO RULE?

Previous sections having canvassed the costs of the current
reasonableness regime, demonstrated that courts would be justified in

197. It is important to consider how a standard is actually applied in determining its predictability.
Kaplow, supra note 167, at 565466. For example, if noncompetition agreements were ostensibly
evaluated for reasonableness, but empirically were nearly always upheld if they contained three
particular terms, much of the costs of a "standard" would evaporate. However, this concern is
inapplicable to the actual enforcement of noncompetition agreements, which is anything but
parsimonious in its application of the reasonableness requirement. See supra Part II.A (detailing the
complicated doctrine courts use to determine the reasonableness of an agreement's terms).

198. Kaplow, supra note 167, at 613.
199. Cf Glick et al., supra note 34, at 387 (describing employers' ability to spread legal costs and

individual employees' lack of such ability).
200. Kaplow, supra note 167, at 605.
201. See supra Part II.B (describing the practice of severance). Both parties also likely incur

nontrivial psychic costs. Cf ASPELUND & BECKNER, supra note 6, at 10 (noting that the noncompetition
litigation context, "involving departing employees[,]" can "be quite heated").

202. See Kaplow, supra note 167, at 563 (describing how "the added cost from having resolved the
issue on a wholesale basis at the promulgation stage will be outweighed by the benefit of having avoided
additional costs repeatedly incurred in giving content to a standard on a retail basis").

203. See Ehrlich & Posner, supra note 168, at 264 ("[T]he parties to a lawsuit, who define the issues
in the suit, are generally individuals or individual firms that are not interested in obtaining a broad rule, a
court tends to create a rule limited to situations very similar to that of the case at hand.").

204. See id. at 279 (stating that lags in the judicial process are "more serious in a rapidly changing
than in a slowly changing society" and suggesting legislatures are better equipped to keep pace).

205. Id. at 280. There are benefits from codifying precedent, "replacing implicit by explicit
rules[.]" Id.
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reconsidering this common law doctrine, and examined the benefits of rules
as opposed to standards in this context, this section presents arguments for
two different potential legal rules. The first rule would be akin to per se
enforceability, treating noncompetition agreements like any other
contractual agreement, refusing to look at the substantive reasonableness of
the terms. While an argument rooted in classical economics and freedom of
contract supports this view, it does not hold up when critically scrutinized.
The assumptions upon which the argument is based are unwarranted in the
employment context. Further, enforcing the agreements generates
significant negative externalities to the broader economy by preventing
employee mobility and knowledge spillover. A second rule, one of per se
unenforceability, would avoid these externalities and help the broader
economy.

A. Argument for Enforceability

Richard Posner, in a widely discussed 20 6 dissent,2 7 argues that the
historical suspicion of noncompetition agreements (leading to
reasonableness review) is no longer appropriate; thus, courts should enforce
them like normal contracts. 208 The suspicion is not appropriate, he explains,
because of the employer's interest in trade-secret and human-capital-
investment protection. 20 9  While leaving aside Posner's sociological
musings, 210 he does recognize the potentially harmful effects to the broader
economy from enforcing these agreements, but he makes an empirical
statement to justify his dismissal of these concerns: "It would be unlikely
for the vitality of competition to depend on the ability of a former employee
to compete with his former employer., 211  Basically, he dismisses the
possibility of externalities, and such externalities are empirically
demonstrable-the next section will delve into the literature-but,

206. The dissent has been excerpted in employment law casebooks, e.g., WILLBORN ET AL., supra

note 2, at 374, and discussed in academic articles, e.g., Katherine V.W. Stone, Knowledge at Work:
Disputes Over the Ownership of Human Capital in the Changing Workplace, 24 CONN. L. REv. 721,

724 (2002).
207. Outsource Int'l, Inc. v. Barton, 192 F.3d 662 (Outsource) (7th Cir. 1999) (Posner, J.,

dissenting).
208. Id. at 670. Posner is a champion of freedom of contract; this is not the first time Posner has

advocated for per se legality. See, e.g., Richard Posner, The Next Step in the Antitrust Treatment of
Restricted Distribution: Per Se Legality, 48 U. CHI. L. REV. 6 (1981).

209. Outsource, 192 F.3d at 670.
210. See id. (stating that concerns about workers agreeing to lackluster terms due to conditions of

poverty, restricted employment opportunities, and a lackluster safety net have "no basis in current
American conditions").

211. Id. This empirical assertion is suspect, to say the least. See Samila & Sorenson, supra note 73,
at 435 ("A large share of entrepreneurs enter the industries of their former employers.").
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nevertheless, his argument initially retains some force within a classical
economics framework.212

This section presents a basic framework for economic analysis, then
critically examines the analysis as applied to noncompetition agreements.
Economic analysis assumes that people are rational and that they maximize
their utility, a measure of what people desire.213 It also assumes that
transactions cause no externalities and exist in a perfect market; it is
important to remember that "an assumption is not a finding."214 Economic
analysis distinguishes between purely private costs and social ones,
focusing on the latter because those costs reduce the total utility of

2151 locsociety. It also conceptualizes human capital (earning capacity) as
"strictly analogous to physical capital" because it "yields earnings over
time" albeit at a slower pace.216 Economic analysis proceeds upon "fourfundmenal • • • ,,217
fundamental principles, only two of which are relevant to the current
discussion. 21 They are interrelated. The first is "the tendency of resources
to gravitate toward their most valuable uses, 219 and the second is
"equilibrium," meaning "a stable point" at which, all else constant, no one
has any reason to change things. 220  Given the classical economics
framework, there are multiple reasons employers and employees would
agree to a noncompetition clause in an employment contract; more

212. Outsource, 192 F.3d at 670.
213. POSNER, supra note 135, at 3-4. Rationality requires neither conscious calculation nor

omniscience, as acquiring information is costly-and costly includes more than pecuniary costs. Id.
214. Id. at 4. Part IV.B examines the falsehood of these assumptions and responds to concerns

about "the shortcomings of economic reasoning that result when consideration of externalities is
systematically excluded." Steve D. Shadowen & Kenneth Voytek, Economic and Critical Analyses of
the Law of Covenants Not to Compete, 72 GEO. LA. 1425, 1425 (1984); cf POSNER, supra note 135, at
21 ("The assumptions of economic theory are one-dimensional and pallid when viewed as descriptions
of human behavior.").

215. See POSNER, supra note 135, at 8-9 (distinguishing between the two types of costs). Richard
Posner offers a simple example:

Suppose A opens a gas station opposite B's gas station and as a result siphons revenues from
B. Since B's loss is A's gain, there is no diminution in overall wealth and hence no social
cost, even though B is harmed by A's competition and so incurs a private cost. It would be
different if A to eliminate B's competition destroyed B's gasoline pumps. That would reduce
the total stock of goods in the economy.

Id. at 9.

216. Id. at 436 n.1.
217. Id. at 5.
218. The other two are the law of demand, asserting "an inverse relation between price charged and

quantity demanded[,]" and the not-exclusively-monetary "economic concept of cost," known as
opportunity cost. Id. The fact that opportunity costs are generally unobservable estimates, see id. at 12,
suggests some caution in weighing them against concrete monetary costs. Sunk costs are not included in
this calculation, as economics generally privileges an ex ante perspective. See id. at 9.

219. Id. at 5.
220. Id. at 10-11. This concept is used mostly to motivate inquiry; the economists' question is

generally: What is preventing a given market from attaining equilibrium? Cf id. at 13 ("Observation
that a particular market is not in equilibrium . . . incites a search for . . . reasons" to explain the
disconnect.). Rephrased, what is preventing the first principle from being actualized; what is preventing
resources from arriving at their most valuable uses?
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specifically, there are multiple reasons employers would want such a clause,
and employees would be willing to accept such a clause in return for a
higher wage (yes, this analysis assumes an unrealistic amount of bargaining
between employer and employee).

First, noncompetition agreements can protect employers against trade
secret misappropriation. 221 It is true that trade secret law-at least from the
employer's perspective-offers inadequate protection against former
employees due to evidentiary difficulties in proving a violation and issues
with calculating damages. 222  Similarly, while employers can contract with
employees for more specific agreements not to disclose certain information
that might not otherwise qualify, there remain "practical difficulties" to
enforcement.223

However, noncompetition agreements are an incredibly blunt tool to
accomplish the goal of protecting trade secrets after an employee has left an
employer.224 They radically over-deter the targeted behavior, not only
keeping employees from spilling company secrets, but also keeping them at
the company for fear of an extended period ofjoblessness. 225 For an idea of
how "extended" such a period would be, note that noncompetition
agreements in the 1980s averaged twenty-one months.226  And if trade
secret law were ever toothless, it is currently much less so.

This last point requires explanation, because the availability of a
robust trade-secret-protection regime undermines a central justification of
noncompetition agreements. Three developments in the last twenty years
have seriously strengthened employers' ability to guard their trade secrets.
First is the convergence among the states in their trade secret legislation, as
forty-four of them have adopted Uniform Trade Secrets Acts. 227 Second is

221. See, e.g., Outsource Int'l, Inc. v. Barton, 192 F.3d 662, 670 (7th Cir. 1999) ("The clearest case

for [a noncompetition agreement] is where the employee's work gives him access to the employer's
trade secrets.").

222. See Blake, supra note 19, at 656-57; see also Outsource, 192 F.3d at 670 (noting that clauses

forbidding former employees to take trade secrets "are difficult to enforce").
223. Blake, supra note 19, at 669.

224. Employers already have strong protection against employees going rogue while they are
employed. Employees (as agents) must "act solely for the benefit of the [employer] in all matters
connected with [their employment]." RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF AGENCY § 387 (1958). Employees
owe their employers a duty of loyalty, encompassing a duty not to compete, RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF
AGENCY § 393 (1958), which includes a duty not to solicit the employers customers while still
employed, see, e.g., Jet Courier Serv., Inc. v. Mulei, 771 P.2d 486, 493 (Colo. 1989) (describing such
duty).

225. Professor Blake explicates the over-deterrence of these agreements. First, they may deter the
employee from leaving his employment and, thus, from finding himself in a position to compete for
customers. Second, if the former employee violates the covenant, he may be ordered out of the business

entirely, rather than subjected only to the less effective order not to solicit. Finally, an effective covenant
may, in some cases, not only protect against solicitation of all the employer's actual customers but also
guarantee his exclusive access to potential customers in the restricted area, rather than protect only

against the misuse of customer lists. Blake, supra note 19, at 657.
226. Whitmore, supra note 4, at 50 n.1090.

227. WILLBORN ET AL., supra note 2, at 345.
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the rise228 of the doctrine of inevitable disclosure that followed 229 PepsiCo,
Inc. v. Redmond.230  Third is the enactment of the Economic Espionage Act
of 1996,231 which "turned the misappropriation of trade secrets into a
federal criminal offense., 23 2  This Act-in addition to invoking more
permissive evidentiary rules, tougher prison sentences, 233 and the more
plentiful purse of the federal system 34 also expanded the scope of
information that falls within trade secrets.235 It provides no small deterrent
because "misappropriations for commercial purposes" can result in fines
that reach millions of dollars and prison sentences that last a decade.236 In
short, even if trade secret law is not a perfect tool for employers, it is not
too far from it.

Alternatively to protecting their secrets, employers might need to use
noncompetition agreements to ensure that employees do not depart after
receiving valuable training.237 The need to induce expenditures on general
training is certainly plausible, but its scope is far more limited than it
initially appears. 238  A noncompetition agreement is only necessary when
the cost of training would bring an employee's wages below the minimum
wage; 239 otherwise, the employee and employer could simply agree to a
lower wage during the period of training. The necessary implication is that
the agreement would be effective no longer than the time necessary for the

228. The rise, but not the creation. See Rebecca J. Berkun, The Dangers of the Doctrine of
Inevitable Disclosure in Pennsylvania, 6 U. PA. J. LAB. & EMP. L. 157, 162-63 (2003) ("Though the

doctrine of inevitable disclosure has existed for years, it has become much more prevalent in the wake of
[PepsiCo].").

229. See id. at 163 ("In the aftermath of PepsiCo, several other jurisdictions applied the doctrine of
inevitable disclosure.").

230. PepsiCo, Inc. v. Redmond, 54 F.3d 1262 (7th Cir. 1995). The Seventh Circuit stated that a
plaintiff proves inevitable disclosure "by demonstrating that defendant's new employment will
inevitably lead him to rely on the plaintiff's trade secrets." Id. at 1269. Some commentators disapprove
of a broad inevitable disclosure doctrine as giving employers the ability to use it as a quasi-non-
competition agreement. See, e.g., LOBEL, supra note 61, at 112-15 (disparaging the inevitable
disclosure doctrine when used as a substitute for noncompetition agreements). The proper scope of the
inevitable disclosure doctrine is outside the proper scope of this article, which engages in an analysis of
noncompetition agreements, ceteris paribus.

231. 18 U.S.C. § 1831-39 (2012).
232. WILLBORNETAL., supra note 2, at 353.
233. E.g., Lisa L. Miller & James Eisenstein, The Federal/State Criminal Prosecution Nexus: A

Case Study in Cooperation and Discretion, 30 LAW & SOC. INQUIRY 239, 241 (2005).
234. See, e.g., Kay A. Knapp & Denis J. Hauptly, State and Federal Sentencing Guidelines: Apples

and Oranges, 25 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 679, 681 n.8 ("The fiscal freedom enjoyed by the federal
government relative to the states.").

235. See WILLBORN ET AL., supra note 2, at 353 (stating that the Economic Espionage Act "protects

a wider range of information than most state statutes").
236. Id.
237. Outsource Int'l, Inc. v. Barton, 192 F.3d 662, 670 (7th Cir. 1999) (stating that noncompetition

agreements can "protect the employer's investment in the employee's 'human capital,' or earning
capacity").

238. See Schulman, supra note 36, at 115.
239. See id.
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employer to recoup its investment in training. 24
0 In other words, the

agreements would only apply to former employees if they left prior to the
end of the recoupment-of-employer-investment period. This extremely
limited use of noncompetition agreements, again, is outweighed by the

241detrimental effects on employees and the economy.
Finally, employers desire to protect their goodwill, meaning their

242 inerelationships with customers. This interest would likely not exist in a
perfectly competitive market. 243  It suggests that, upon an employee's
departure, customers would take their business to the employee, mistakenly
associating the employee with the employer's product or service-the
employee would effectively be "stealing" the employer's goodwill-thus, a
noncompetition agreement is justified.24 4  If, by definition, this agreement
exists in an imperfect market, it is important to consider any
anticompetitive effects. 245  Here, aggregation matters: although a particular
noncompetition agreement only reduces the labor supply by one worker, the
use of these agreements by enough of the big players in an industry operates
to artificially deplete the supply of labor,246 thereby reducing the ability of
smaller rivals to expand and start-ups to grow.247  This is a problem if, as is

240. See id. at 117 ("Limited noncompetition agreements can be used to induce efficient levels of
training, [therefore] there is no reason to allow infinite noncompetition agreements if their purpose is to
induce investment in human capital.").

241. See infra notes 281-320 and accompanying text (describing additional costs imposed on
employees and effects on the economy).

242. See supra note 29. This interest is widely-accepted by courts. Id.
243. Cf Blake, supra note 19, at 653 ("In almost all commercial enterprises, except in the few cases

in which the market approaches the ideal of perfect competition, contact with customers or clientele is a
particularly sensitive aspect of the business.").

244. Cf Outsource Int'l, Inc. v. Barton, 192 F.3d 662, 671 (7th Cir. 1999) (Posner, J., dissenting)
(stating that, absent a noncompetition agreement, a former employee would be allowed to "'steal[]' the
[employer's] customer ... unless the employee used independently tortious means").

245. See Note, Antitrust Implications, supra note 36, at 530.
246. Cf id. (describing the decreased supply of labor). The supply of labor is constrained

artificially because the employee is not being fully compensated for the noncompetition agreement due
to information problems in the bargaining process. See infra note 262 (describing bargaining failures).
Contrast the reduction in labor supply from noncompetition agreements with an analogous situation in
which employers simply pay employees more to retain them: there, there is no artificial reduction in the
labor supply, because this decrease in the supply of labor would result in an increase in the wage rate,
attracting workers from other markets, and settling into a new equilibrium. Note, Antitrust Implications,
supra note 36, at 530 ("Absent market imperfections, an increase in the wage rate would normally begin
to attract new workers to the market from other occupations or from other localities. These workers
would increase the available supply of labor, and in the long run the market would reach a new
equilibrium.") (internal citations omitted). See also SAMUELSON & NORDHAUS, supra note 190, at 235
(discussing differential labor market pay rates but then stating that, "in the longer run[,] entry and exit
will reduce differentials"). The increased wages could, for example, compensate workers for necessary
training or relocation costs. See Note, Antitrust Implications, supra note 36, at 530.

247. See Note, Antitrust Implications, supra note 36, at 529 (stating that noncompetition agreements
allow former employers to "interfere with free competition for one of its former employee's services[,]"
which "impairs the market's ability to achieve the most economically efficient allocation of labor").
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nearly always the case, competition in the given industry is imperfect 248

because noncompetition agreements will exacerbate such imperfection,
functioning as barriers to entry for new firms. 249 The increased barriers to
entry will significantly increase the risk of a market resulting in
oligopoly.

20

The airline industry provides a vivid example. A noncompetition
agreement with Southwest Airlines prevented David Neeleman from
starting rival JetBlue Airways for five years.251' There was certainly
substantial consumer surplus lost from the absence of a fresh, creative
competitor in the industry for half of a decade.252 Once JetBlue finally did
get off the ground, the benefits to consumers from the increased
competition were substantial. 253 As JetBlue began to grow by aggressively
discounting flights in Fall 2002, Southwest responded with sales of its own,
admitting that it lowered prices in response to "new entrants into the
market., 254 Preventing (or in this case, delaying) this competition harms the
economy. In short, noncompetition agreements' tendency to further
entrench the status quo in an industry is dangerous.255

The "tech giants" of California tried to reap the anticompetitive
benefits of an oligopoly by "allegedly enter[ing] into agreements not to
recruit or hire away each other's top talent., 25 6 The Department of Justice
recognized this practice as a per se violation of the Sherman Act, and the
companies quickly agreed to stop the practice.257  As the companies are
located in California, they used this practice attempting to circumvent the
ban on noncompetition agreements.258  That such attempt was clearly
anticompetitive sheds light on the nature of (at least some) noncompetition
agreements.

The last argument in Posner's favor is an appeal to the freedom of
contract, holding that even if scholars (or courts) cannot determine what the

248. SAMUELSON & NORDHAUS, supra note 190, at 154-55. Imperfect competition means that at
least one firm can affect the market prices of its output. Id.

249. Note, AntitrustImplications, supra note 36, at 532.
250. See, e.g., SAMUELSON & NORDHAUS, supra note 190, at 160-61 (discussing barriers to entry as

including both legal restrictions and high costs, and stating that they can increase concentration in a
given industry).

251. LOBEL, supra note 61, at 202-03.
252. Id. at 203.
253. Id.
254. James F. Peltz, Southwest Slashes Fall Fares in Showdown With JetBlue, L.A. TiMES (July 26,

2002), http://articles.latimes.com/2002/jul/26/business/fi-fares26 (last visited Dec. 15, 2014).
255. Note, Antitrust Implications, supra note 36, at 533. This interest in ensuring future

competition is nothing new, as antitrust law has long recognized society's interest in potential
competition. See, e.g., U.S. v. Falstaff Brewing Corp., 410 U.S. 526 (1973) (holding that courts must
consider the possibility that one party to a merger is a potential competitor in a given market, even
though it did not at time of merger have any plans to enter the market).

256. LOBEL, supra note 61, at 219.
257. Id. at 219-20.
258. Id. at 220.

[Vol. 2:1
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social utility of an agreement is, they should enforce it absent significant
negative externalities. 2 9  Again, this argument is rooted in standard

economic assumptions, namely, perfect rationality, and uses these

assumptions in a somewhat tautological fashion 260  as justification for
enforcing such agreements; courts should enforce agreements because they
benefit society and because rational actors only enter into mutually
beneficial agreements.2 6'

The argument breaks down if there are information problems leading
to the agreement, or the existence of externalities (discussed in the next
section). The labor market is rife with such information failures, especially
concerning the so-called bargaining process between employee and
employer.262 Discussions about noncompetition agreements are particularly
subject to irrational employee behavior because of employees' systemic
underweighting of future costs; people privilege the present over the future,
causing employees to systematically undervalue future employment
opportunities at rival companies or at their own startup.263  Even if an
employee were perfectly rational, the employee would not be able to
effectively bargain against a noncompetition agreement due to adverse
signaling effects. In a world where everyone else acquiesces to such
agreements, employers would likely refuse to hire264  someone even
broaching the topic. 265  Employees are in an even tougher situation when

259. Outsource Int'l, Inc. v. Barton, 192 F.3d 662, 672 (7th Cir. 1999) (Posner, J., dissenting)
(stating that freedom of contract demands that "courts do not limit the enforcement of contracts to those
the social point of which the court can see"). Posner admits that courts should not enforce a contract if
there "is some reason to think" it will impose real externalities. Id.

260. Cf STEVEN SHAVELL, FOUNDATIONS OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF LAW 84, 84 n.8 (2004)

(describing the "immediate tautology" of the Coase theorem, when it is "expressed by saying that a
mutually beneficial outcome will be achieved in the absence of transaction costs, where the latter are
interpreted to be any hindrances to bargaining").

261. See Outsource, 192 F.3d at 669 (asserting that the employee was "doubtless adequately
compensated" for signing the noncompetition agreement).

262. See, e.g., WILLBORN ET AL., supra note 2, at 6 (discussing information asymmetry of workers

and systemic psychological biases interfering with rational bargaining).
263. See Samole, supra note 84, at 306-07 (describing two cognitive biases, that of underestimating

future risks and of "grant[ing] too little weight to future benefits and costs as compared to present
benefits and costs"); Schulman, supra note 36, at 103 (arguing that only if an employee is operating
under imperfect information will the employee "restrict[] attractive employment opportunities in the
future, ... [and] make a long-term commitment to a firm"); Cf HERSH SHEFRIN, BEYOND GREED AND
FEAR 141-42 (2002) (discussing investors' tendency to under-save for retirement and explaining that the
needs of the present "have a strong voice and clamor for immediate attention" while "the needs of the
future have a much weaker voice"). Rena Mara Samole also suggests that bounded rationality is present
in the decision to sign a noncompetition agreement, as it is a decision that often must be made quickly,
and it involves calculating probability of uncertain events in the future. See Samole, supra note 84, at
307-08.

264. See Sullivan, The Puzzling Persistence, supra note 91, at 1145 ("Noncompetition agreements,
for example, are increasingly being exacted from current employees as a condition of employment-
without any benefit being extended (other than the continuation of at-will employment).").

265. Cf WILLBORN ET AL., supra note 2, at 6-7 (discussing the signaling effects of workers asking

for protection from at-will employment).
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they have already committed to an employer; in one survey, almost seventy
percent of employees were asked to sign noncompetition agreements "after
they had accepted the offer [of employment], probably after turning down
other offers., 2 66 Bargaining in these situations seems fanciful, 267 especially
in the shadow of a potentially difficult search for another job.268

While it might be more intuitive that the employee is an irrational
actor, employers could also be making less-than-rational decisions by
insisting on noncompetition agreements. Myopic thinking causes
employers to be "locked in a protectionist mindset," forgetting that they are
repeat players in the competition for human capital. 269  Employers in
Michigan, shortly after the state significantly increased its enforcement of
noncompetition agreements, apparently underwent this evolution in their
understanding, first applauding the increased enforcement as "a 'hiring
shield,"' then later appreciating that the agreements could also be used as
"sword[s]" against them.270 The problem might be analogous to the
prisoner's dilemma, in which the best outcome can be achieved only by
knowing what the competition is doing;27i employers do not want to
unilaterally disarm when it comes to noncompetition agreements.

While there are some colorable arguments in favor of enforcing
noncompetition agreements, they are outweighed by the flaws in their
assumptions and the costs the agreements impose on employees. The
following section adds fuel to the fire, examining the externalities of these
agreements.

266. LOBEL, supra note 61, at 36 (emphasis supplied).
267. Although it should be noted that none of these facts theoretically contradict microeconomic

theory, which holds that these perfectly rational employees would resign immediately instead of signing
the agreements if the associated costs were greater than the expected benefits. See Glick et al., supra
note 34, at 381 (stating that in a perfect market "a party would not enter into the [noncompetition
agreement] unless the post-contract state of affairs was superior" to the pre-contract state of affairs); cf,
e.g., POSNER, supra note 135, at 3-4 (discussing the assumption that people are rational utility-
maximizers). In contrast, the presence of externalities renders standard microeconomic analysis
inaccurate even on a theoretical level. See infra note 276 (describing how externalities constitute a
market failure).

268. See LOBEL, supra note 61, at 213 (discussing the work of the 2010 Nobel Prize for economics

winners, which pioneered "search theory," demonstrating that "job mobility has a built-in rigidity that
curtails rapid and efficient placement").

269. Id. at 64. Employers could also be slow to realize that the new competitive landscape has
shades of grey, not just black and white distinctions between clients/partners and competitors. See id. at
44 ("A company that may be your competitor with one product line or service may well be your
customer for others.").

270. Matt Marx et al., Mobility, Skills, and the Michigan Non-Compete Experiment, 55 MGMT. SC.

875, 883 (2009) (internal citations omitted).
271. See LOBEL, supra note 61, at 224-29 (comparing to prisoner's dilemma).

[Vol. 2:1
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B. Argument for Unenforceability

The previous section discussed and critiqued the classical economic
argument for enforcing noncompetition agreements like any other contract;
it showed the weaknesses in the affirmative arguments for enforcement.
This section goes on the offensive, putting forth an affirmative argument for
adopting a per se rule of unenforceability. This argument has two parts:
first it explores the recent economic literature exposing the serious
externalities of noncompetition agreements, then it briefly examines non-
economic reasons for such a rule.

Externalities are "costs and benefits of a transaction that are not fully
reflected in the market price" because they do not accrue to the parties
involved.272  They constitute a market failure and justify government
intervention,273 unless transaction costs between the relevant parties are
sufficiently low. 2 74  In the noncompetition agreement context, the relevant
transaction costs are almost certainly high. 275 Essentially, if noncompetition
agreements produce negative effects that fall on actors other than the
employer and employee, there will be a more-than-socially-optimal number
of them.276  Conversely, if refusing to sign noncompetition agreements
generates positive effects that do not all accrue to the employee, there will
not be enough refusals to sign, even with perfect information.277

272. STIGLITZ, supra note 190, at 505.
273. Id.
274. Cf SHAVELL, supra note 260, at 87 (discussing transaction costs as one of the "factors

explaining why bargaining may not occur when mutually beneficial agreements exist").
275. If the harm from noncompetition agreements is to the broader economy, or nascent businesses,

or even not-yet-formed businesses, there is little prospect of private bargaining solving the matter
because the "number of parties" harmed is large. Id. at 88. Further, the risk of information problems
among these parties exacerbates the problem; how are they supposed to know a particular employee and
employer are signing a noncompetition agreement? See id. (discussing imperfect information leading to
failure to reach agreement). While there might be occasional exceptions in which transaction costs are
low, the unusual facts of these cases prove the rule. One example is a dentist who lost a noncompetition
case, yet "continued to advertise" in the Yellow Pages of an area in which the agreement (and the court)
prohibited from practicing. WILLBORN ET AL., supra note 2, at 363. The inference is that in this case
"transaction costs [were] sufficiently low" and, thus, the dentist was able to effectively purchase a
waiver of the noncompetition agreement. Id. The two dentists were located in "nearby" counties in
upstate New York. Karpinski v. Ingrasci, 268 N.E.2d 751, 752 (N.Y. 1971). And there was every
reason for them to bargain, the defendant in the original case lived in Ithaca, while the plaintiff-dentist
lived and operated his primary office outside the city. See id. The plaintiff's practice, after the
defendant left, "dwindled to almost nothing" as the referrals for oral surgery from Ithacan dentists now
went to the defendant (pre-litigation). Id. at 752-53. Since there was certainly no guarantee that, once
the defendant was barred from practice, any referrals would return to the plaintiff (as opposed to the
other two oral surgeons in Ithaca, id. at 753 n.2), it was entirely rational for the plaintiff to sell a waiver
of the noncompetition clause because he had nothing to lose. In sharp contrast would be a business
fearing the rise of a competitor.

276. See, e.g., STIGLITZ, supra note 190, at 506 (discussing the oversupply of goods that produce
negative externalities).

277. See, e.g., id. at 506 (discussing the undersupply of goods that produce positive externalities).
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There is serious cause for concern if these agreements create negative
externalities. Noncompetition agreements are widespread,2 78  and are
becoming even more so.

2 7 9  Scholars have long been suspicious that these
agreements generate negative externalities,280 and a raft of recent economic
analyses confirms this prediction.28 '

Employee mobility correlates with productivity, especially in heavy
research-and-development industries.2 2  Moving around encourages
intellectual cross-fertilization, leading to more-used patents. 2 3  Enforcing
noncompetition agreements empirically reduces employee mobility; 2 4

while this effect seems obvious, it was difficult to show with any rigor
because California's Silicon Valley is an outlier in many respects.2 5  One
way researchers were able to do so was by using Michigan, which provides
a natural experiment of sorts, as its 1985 legislature-apparently as part of a
broader antitrust reform effort, and quite possibly inadvertently-abruptly
changed the state's policy from a California-like per se rule against
enforcement to a regime based on reasonableness.2 6  There is also
empirical evidence demonstrating mobile employees leave states with
stricter noncompetition enforcement regimes for greener pastures

278. See supra note 8 and accompanying text (describing the prevalence of noncompetition
agreements).

279. Norman D. Bishara, Covenants Not To Compete in a Knowledge Economy: Balancing

Innovation from Employee Mobility Against Legal Protection for Human Capital Investment, 27
BERKELEY J. EMP. & LAB. L. 287, 289 (2006) [hereinafter Bishara, Covenants Not To Compete] (stating

there has only been one "formal attempt to quantify the volume of noncompetes and their use[,]" but
there appears to be informal consensus on the issue).

280. Fifty-five years ago, Harlan M. Blake hypothesized that these agreements produce two
different types of externalities in the form of anticompetitive effects: those in the product market, see
Blake, supra note 19, at 627 (stating noncompetition agreements "diminish competition by intimidating
potential competitors and by slowing down the dissemination of ideas, processes, and methods"), and in
the labor market, where they "clog the market's channeling of manpower to employments in which its
productivity is greatest." Id.

281. The studies in the last ten years appear to have influenced Posner himself. Cf WILLIAM A.
LANDES & RICHARD A. POSNER, THE ECONOMIC STRUCTURE OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW 371

(2003) (stating in the context of trade secret discussion, "[i]t is not even clear that enforcing employee
covenants not to compete generates social benefits in excess of its social costs"). Posner has always
been open to the idea of prohibiting transactions that "impose involuntary costs of third parties[,]" even
inquiring in one article "whether prohibiting a particular class of contracts would raise or lower the net
social product." Richard A. Posner, Blackmaif, Privacy, and Freedom of Contract, 141 U. PA. L. REV.

1817, 1818 (1993).
282. LOBEL, supra note 61, at 40.
283. See id. at 41 ("[T]he patents of [] inventors who move become the most cited and valuable

ones in the market.")
284. Marx et al., supra note 270, at 884.
285. Although it is not unique. See Bishara, Covenants Not To Compete, supra note 279, at 292

n.19 (stating that North Dakota also refuses to enforce noncompetition agreements); Amir & Lobel,
supra note 33, at 841, 843 (stating Oregon has a "strong stance against the enforceability of noncompete
clauses[,]" demonstrated through its 2008 legislative restriction-but not prohibition-of the
agreements).

286. See Marx et al., supra note 270, at 877 (discussing legislative history and concluding "the
1905 statute prohibiting non-competes was inadvertently repealed as part of the antitrust reform").
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elsewhere-again, Michigan serves as a natural experiment. 28 7 And again,
this analysis holds true even if one removes California from the equation. 2 %

Further research shows that increased state enforcement of
noncompetition agreements correlates with less patenting, worse
employment numbers,289  and a decrease in the number of start-up
ventures. 290  Relatedly, increased enforcement also causes jurisdictions to
lose the benefits of venture capital investment; essentially, an increase in
venture capital financing usually stimulates patenting and increased
employment, but such effect is significantly reduced in a regime with strict
enforcement.2 9' Perhaps most surprisingly, "tougher noncompetition
enforcement reduces ...capital expenditures per employee[,]" explicitly
contrary to classical microeconomic theory.292

On Amir and Orly Lobel's "dynamic" economic theory-which, in
contrast to standard microeconomic models, includes "both a behavioral
and a dynamic temporal perspective" squares better with the new empirical
literature on noncompetition covenants.293  A dynamic temporal element
explains one way the economy benefits from lax (or no) noncompetition
agreement enforcement: knowledge spillover from employees able to
change jobs.294 The behavioral aspect predicts that individual employees
will work harder without a noncompetition agreement hanging over their

287. LOBEL, supra note 61, at 211.
288. Id.

289. See id. at 72 (stating that, in examining three hundred metropolitan areas, Yale researchers
found "that states where noncompetes are not enforced or are weakly enforced have higher levels of
patenting and employment and are better positioned to support entrepreneurship and start-up
ventures[,]" and these results held after removing the Bay Area from the analysis.).

290. Stuart & Sorenson, supra note 8, at 197; but cf Bishara, Fifty Ways, supra note 53, at 761-63
(criticizing their analysis as missing some of the subtleties in different state legal regimes; proposing a
more rigorous empirical index for enforcement).

291. See Samila & Sorenson, supra note 73, at 426-27 (describing methodology). It used both
discrete (binary) and continuous (similar to the index of noncompetition enforcement) measure of
noncompetition enforcement, and the results held under either measure. Id. at 436-37; See generally id.
(arriving at this conclusion after empirical study). The study essentially estimated the effects of an
increase in venture capital financing in a sample of large metropolitan areas in the United States using
panel data, and instrumenting the venture capital supply with a related variable to combat endogeneity
problems (i.e., changes in the supply of venture capital interacting with something that differs between
the cities, other than noncompetition agreement enforcement).

292. Garmaise, supra note 8, at 376 (emphasis supplied). Researchers are able to study the effect of
noncompetition agreements without relying on California by creating a "noncompetition enforcement
index" based on how much latitude states give to employers in defining a protectable interest, whether
there is an independent consideration requirement, and whether there is a presumption against
agreements longer than two years. Id. at 388-90 (creating a single index based on weighing, among
others, factors listed in text). Capital expenditures are here measured by research and development
spending and the degree to which production is capital-intensive. Id. at 408. The latter statistic is
included because "physical capital is more complementary to skilled than to unskilled human capital[.]"
Id. at 405 n. 17. The enforcement of noncompetition agreements had no appreciable effect on firm value.
Id. at 414.

293. Amir & Lobel, supra note 33, at 838.
294. See generally id. at 861 (explaining knowledge spillover and job mobility).
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heads; "freedom to move and pursue one's talent positively affects
motivation.,

295

Lobel and colleagues constructed a realistic 2 96 experiment297 to test the
effects of noncompetition agreements298 on worker performance in relation
to two types of tasks: one effort-based and repetitive, the other involving
more creativity. 299 There were two noteworthy results. First, there was a
higher quit rate-across both tasks-for participants subject to a
noncompetition agreement; "those bound by human capital controls were
simply less eager to stay on task."300  Second, in the effort-based task,
participants bound by noncompetition agreements "x.were twice as likely to
make mistakes. '3 °O These results strongly suggest that "[e]mployees'
motivation increases when outside options are a reality[]" overcoming the
classical concern that businesses will refuse to invest in their employees if
they are afraid of losing them.30 2  Sure enough, in areas refusing to enforce
noncompetition agreements and areas in which enforcement is relatively
weak, executives are paid proportionately more in bonuses and in
performance-based pay.30 3  These compensation mechanisms "induce
loyalty and identification with the company without the negative effects of
over-surveillance or over-restriction. 30 4  There are also creative non-

295. LOBEL, supra note 61, at 176.
296. See id. (stating that the experiment utilized "actual money" and participants "representative of

the high-skilled marketplace").
297. This method appears to be the only feasible one with regard to employee motivation.

Individual employee productivity data is effectively impossible to attain in a consistent format, and even
if it was attainable, there would still be lingering concerns (that are present with the above regional data)
that there is only correlation and not true causation occurring due to omitted variable bias. See, e.g.,
MARGARET LEWIS, APPLIED STATISTICS FOR ECONOMISTS 413 (2011) (describing omitted variable

bias). Essentially, this bias would be due to something causing the differential results-other than the
variables included in the regression equation-that happens to correlate with the variables included in
the regression equation, thus the included variables appear to explain the change in the measured
variable. The ordinary least squares regression model is vulnerable to this error because it assumes that
the model "be fully and correctly specified." Id. The potential for this bias is lessened the more
(relevant) variables are included in the equation. The Garmaise study employs the ordinary least squares
methodology but includes several apparently relevant variables other than noncompetition agreement
enforcement, such as state unemployment rates and per capita income, to reduce the risk of this bias.
See Garmaise, supra note 8, at 399.

298. See LOBEL, supra note 61, at 176-78 (describing how the experimenters constructed a proxy
for an effective noncompetition agreement, and compared the performance of participants subject to
such agreement to those in a control group).

299. Id. at 176 (describing one task as an "effort-based task" and the other as "more intensely fueled
by intrinsic drivers").

300. Id. at 177.
301. Id.
302. Id. at 178. This effect was not present in the creative task, suggesting that intrinsic motivation

overcame reduced motivation brought about by the noncompetition agreement. Id.
303. Garmaise, supra note 8, at 412; LOBEL, supra note 61, at 179.
304. LOBEL, supra note 61, at 183. However, deferred compensation operates more similarly to a

noncompetition agreement than to incentive-based compensation, especially if there is "a punitive early-
exit trigger." Id. at 184.
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compensation-based alternatives.3 °  In short, there are other ways of
ensuring employees remain with an employer; employers will be just fine
without noncompetition agreements.

The economic case for refusing to enforce noncompetition agreements
is strong: the agreements generate negative externalities, and society should
refuse to pay the costs imposed by overly controlling employers.30 6  Such
case becomes especially persuasive in comparison to the current regime of
reasonableness and severance described in Part 11.307 The non-economic
arguments further strengthen the imperative for courts to refuse to enforce
these agreements; noncompetition agreements trouble the mind because of
their effect as restraints on freedom and their collateral damage on loyal
employees.30 8

As a baseline for discussion, courts will refuse to enforce specific
performance of personal services contracts 309 (this has been true for
centuries 310) despite classical economic and freedom of contract arguments
in favor of empowering employees to sell such promises to work.3ii
Instead, employers are limited to relying on monetary damages because "a
court will not order a return to work when the employee wants out.",3 12 This
doctrine can be justified as giving employees "a fundamental liberty," or at
least as a necessary corollary to the at-will employment doctrine.3i3

Employee freedom can, thus, be classified as something that is
inherently good. Noncompetition agreements are thus undesirable
because they reduce this freedom.35  Relatedly, in the modem economy

305. See Cynthia L. Estlund, Between Rights and Contract: Arbitration Agreements and Non-

Compete Covenants as a Hybrid Form of Employment Law, 155 U. PA. L. REv. 379, 425 (2006)

(describing "garden leave" agreements, in which employees must give an agreed-upon notice of
departure, and the employer must pay the employee salary during such time, but can choose to prevent
the employee from working elsewhere). This might incur some of the negative externalities of
noncompetition agreements, but the requirement of pay would likely severely decrease the use of such
agreements, moderating the effect of the externalities.

306. Blake, supra note 19, at 627.
307. Id.
308. LOBEL, supra note 61, at 52.
309. See, e.g., Engemoen v. Rea, 26 F.2d 576, 579 (8th Cir. 1928) ("A court of equity will not

directly enforce a contract to render personal services by a decree for specific performance, and it will
not indirectly or negatively enforce such a contract by an injunction restraining the violation thereof.").

310. LOBEL, supra note 61, at 52.

311. See generally Alan Schwartz, The Case for Specific Performance, 89 YALE LA. 271 (1979)
(making the case to empower employees).

312. LOBEL, supra note 61, at 52.

313. Id.
314. Estlund, supra note 305, at 407 ("[F]reedom of labor... has [] been understood as basic to the

individual's economic liberty and welfare.") (internal citations omitted); cf STIGLITZ, supra note 190, at
518 (describing the concept of a "merit good," for which the government mandates consumption-such
as primary education-because "government can make better choices in some matters than
individuals").

315. See Blake, supra note 19, at 627 (referencing employees' "personal freedom to follow their
own interests").
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with (much) less job security for employees, 316 employees should be
entitled to their accumulated human capital,3 17 or at least courts should be
wary about enforcing agreements that strongly "burden the [employee's]
ability to quit[.]' 31 8  As these agreements become more prevalent,31 9 the
unfairness of their use by employers becomes apparent, especially when the
agreements are a take-it-or-leave-it aspect of many jobs.320

The over-deterrent effect of these agreements causes additional harm.
They are supposed to be used as devices for either recouping training costs
or preventing trade secret disclosure, but their costs are imposed on
everyone, including "honest and loyal employees[.],, 32

1 These employees
are prevented from finding more suitable employment-unless they can
withstand a significant period of no wages, or can find work outside a
chosen industry-and, thus, lose any bargaining power over subsequent
employment terms that they had.322  These agreements similarly burden
those developing industry-specific skills, who "will have to risk a lawsuit, a
period of unemployment or underemployment, or a shift in career in order
to leave. 323

The pernicious effects of these agreements on employees-in addition
to their empirical damage to the greater economy-demands judicial re-
examination of the enforcement doctrine.

316. We are a long way away from a past in which employers made implicit promises of "lifetime

employment for loyal workers." Bishara, Covenants Not To Compete, supra note 279, at 292.
317. Cf Stone, supra note 206 (arguing that courts should take implicit understandings of

employees into account when interpreting noncompetition agreements; stating that employees implicitly
understand that they will receive training that they can use in subsequent employment).

318. Estlund, supra note 305, at 407.

319. See supra note 8 and accompanying text (describing the increased use of these agreements).

320. Blake, supra note 19, at 650. Professor Harlan Blake sets out the issue:
In view of our feeling that a man should not be able to barter away his personal freedom,

even this small degree of servitude is distasteful. It is particularly dis-tasteful if there is no

effective bargaining between the parties-as in the situation in which the employer knows
that everyone else in the industry insists on the covenant too, or when the employment
officers have no authority to change the provisions of the employment contract form.

Id.
321. Id. at 651. Again, Professor Blake explains:

[T]he device is unfair in that its burdens are borne equally by honest and loyal employees and

by those who are neither. A perfectly fair and efficient device would force any employee
guilty of a breach of loyalty to reimburse the employer at once in the exact amount of any

loss caused by the breach. No burden would be borne by any other employees. In theory, this

is the exact result achieved by the usual action for damages. In practice, as will be noted
later, it is clear that such a remedy is far from adequate.

Id.
322. Cf id. at 627 (making the point in more general fashion).

323. Sullivan, The Puzzling Persistence, supra note 91, at 1149.
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V. CONCLUSION

This article made the argument for per se rejection of noncompetition
agreements. It first examined the current reasonableness doctrine, then
explored the practice of severance.3 24 Both of these legal regimes impose
serious costs on employees, employers, and the general public. 3 25 The
article then explored the history of enforcing noncompetition agreements,
highlighting the common law nature of the doctrine.3 26 It delved into the
literature of rules and standards, illustrating the particular advantages of
rules in the noncompetition agreement context.3 27  Finally, there was a
substantive analysis of two competing legal rules, one of per se legality and
its opposite. 328 Broad-based empirical studies, smaller-scale experimental
examinations, and non-economic reasoning join together in calling for
judicial rejection of these agreements.

These arguments are directed equally at state courts and legislatures.3 29

Courts must address these arguments on their merit; they cannot hide
behind a fagade of judicial neutrality. "[T]he law cannot 'do nothing[]"'
and must allocate legal rights.330 Courts do not let an individual sell herself,
or her right to quit her job.331  The relevant inquiry, then, is whether an
employee should be allowed to sell her right to compete against her former
employer. Most courts currently answer yes, provided the employer is
protecting a legitimate interest in purchasing such right, and that the
restrictions on the right are reasonable.332 A court adopting a per se rule of
illegality would not be legislating.333 If anything, the current court-imposed
reasonableness regime is at least in tension with state legislative
prohibitions on agreements in restraint of trade.334

It is reasonable to ask if the recent empirical literature (focusing on
patents and job growth) is conclusive enough to fashion a legal rule, 335 but

324. See supra Part II.A.

325. See supra Part II.B.

326. See supra Part III.A.
327. See supra Part III.B.
328. See supra Part IV.
329. State courts can appropriately consider these arguments in the majority of states with no state

statute directly addressing noncompetition covenants. See supra note 107. For the remaining states

with statutes in place, this argument is addressed to the state legislature.
330. Cass R. Sunstein, Human Behavior and the Law of Work, 87 VA. L. REv. 205, 208 (2011)

(internal citations omitted).
331. Estlund, supra note 305, at 386 (internal citations omitted).

332. See id. at 415.
333. See supra notes 197-202 and accompanying text.

334. See Samole, supra note 84, at 311-12 n.120 (noting the presence of "state statutes that prohibit
all restraint of trade and judicially carved-out exceptions for some [reasonable] non-competition
agreements") (collecting statutes and cases).

335. See Silverstein, supra note 10, at 816-17 (noting that technology companies might be unique).
However, many of the studies discussed in this article examined the effects on the economy-not
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the calculus demands immediate reform once the experimental evidence,
and the costs of both the reasonableness inquiry and the practice of
severance, are included.

33 6

There are certainly alternative approaches to a per se rule, but each has
significant drawbacks. Legislatures could get creative and seek a middle
path, allowing certain delimited uses of noncompetition agreements and
prohibiting other uses.337 This would be a step in the right direction by
eliminating the worst abuses of these agreements, but it would require
judicial line-drawing leading to uncertainty 338  and would continue
restricting knowledge spillover from employee mobility.339  Another
proposal relies on repayment agreements, in which "an employer's level of
protection moves in lockstep with the cost of, and value derived from, the
training., 340  Again, it is worthwhile as an improvement but retains too
much of the uncertainty of the current regime. 34 Other scholars have
advocated a tougher doctrine for employers,342 for example, by adopting

technology companies or the technology industry. See generally supra notes 281-94 and accompanying

text (discussing studies).
336. See supra Parts II, IV.
337. See, e.g., Christine M. O'Malley, Note, Covenants Not To Compete in the Massachusetts Hi-

Tech Industry: Assessing the Need for a Legislative Solution, 79 B.U. L. Rev. 1215, 1233 (1999)
(describing Colorado's statute as an "excellent compromise" between a reasonableness standard and
California's per se prohibition); Lester, supra note 31, at 75 n.125, 76 (concluding by implicitly
endorsing O'Malley's proposal).

338. For example, Colorado's statute demands judicial definition of who qualifies as "executive or
management employees," how broad "trade secret protection" extends, and even retains the formidable
reasonableness inquiry. See O'Malley, supra note 337, at 1233 (describing such requirements).

339. See supra notes 203-05 and accompanying text.
340. Long, supra note 68, at 1297.
341. See id. at 1317-20 (discussing problems that may arise with repayment agreements).
342. As another example, a scholar favors restricting enforcing noncompetition agreements to

service (as opposed to creative) workers. See Bishara, Covenants Not To Compete, supra note 279, at
314-16 (advocating such an approach). This distinction is both untenable and undesirable. It is
untenable because many jobs include both types of work, and an individual employee's duties will
subtly (and not so subtly) change over the course of employment. See id. at 313-16. Having a court
determine ex-post whether such duties are predominately service- or creative-focused raises the same
uncertainty concerns of the reasonableness standard. See id. at 320. Further, the experimental work
showed that the motivation effects are even stronger for noncreative tasks. See id. at 315-16 (describing
the results of experiment). Another proposal would enforce noncompetition agreements only in certain
circumstances:

First, a noncompetition agreement would be appropriate when the employer spends direct
and quantifiable funds educating employees and needs assurance that the firm will be able to
recoup that investment over time. The burden should be on the firm to show that the duration
of the restriction is reasonable in light of the direct investment in training. Once an employee
has served the employer for a reasonable period in light of the training costs, the employee
should be free to join competitors without further restrictions. Second, a noncompetition
agreement would be enforceable when the firm has trade secrets of substantial value which
are routinely taught to employees. To prevent employees from making sub-optimal long-term
commitments, the duration of noncompetition agreements should be limited by statute. For
example, a statute could require that these restrictive covenants expire within a definite
period not to exceed six years. Six years after entering an agreement containing a
noncompetition covenant, the covenant would expire and the employee would have an
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rules preventing employers from imposing noncompetition agreements after
the employee has accepted the initial employment offer.3 43  However, the
success of such a rule is doubtful (in terms of protecting employees or
reducing the number of noncompetition agreements) due to the signaling
costs incurred when refusing a noncompetition agreement. 44  Again, this
article advocates stopping judges from evaluating these agreements on a
case-by-case basis and, instead, simply rejecting them.345 It is important to
note that per se rejection of noncompetition agreements in employment
contracts is distinct from such agreements ancillary to the sale of a
business,3 46 a distinction California has recognized.347

States should stop entrenching the status quo by privileging existing
employer interests over those of employees and the economy at large.3 48

And again, without these agreements, employers will be no worse off.349

Removing noncompetition agreements from the business equation would
help a state's economy and ensure a modicum of fairness for employees.

opportunity to renegotiate the agreement. Such a rule would protect employees and have no
other serious effect on welfare.

Schulman, supra note 36, at 120.
343. Rachel Arnow-Richman, Cubewrap Contracts and Worker Mobility: The Dilution of Employee

Bargaining Power via Standard Form Noncompetes, 2006 MICH. ST. L. REv. 963, 967 (2006). Arnow-
Richman also advocates abandoning the practice of severing or rewriting unreasonable practices. Id. at
989-91 (this article concurs in her recommendation).

344. See supra notes 26445 and accompanying text (describing such signaling costs).
345. See supra Part IV.B (arguing that judges should adopt a per se rule of unenforceability).
346. The key difference is that a sale of a business "implies some obligation to deliver the thing sold

by refraining from competition," whereas no such obligation can be implied after the employment
relationship ends. Blake, supra note 19, at 647 (internal citations omitted).

347. LOBEL, supra note 61, at 66.
348. Cf Marx et al., supra note 270, at 888 ("[P]olicy planners must decide when the interests of

incumbent firms outweigh those of individual careers and possibly regional development.").
349. Cf supra notes 269-71 (describing employers as repeat players); supra notes 303-05

(describing alternative means of incentivizing employees to stay).
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